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VOLUME XXIV. MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 1861. NUMBER 52.
S'Ditthcru (Caitfctlcv.Kn,
SPEECH
OF
Hon. Alex’r. H. SteVens^
Government of the Southerh Coin* 
federacy Explained.
At SaVarinah, on Thursday evening, Hon. A, 
Tl. Stevens, Vice President of the Southern Con­
federacy, spoke on political matters for two hours, 
-before the1 largest audience ever assembled in the 
Athenaeum of that city. An immense crowd 
outside were clamorous for the speech to be made 
io the open air, but this was forbidden by the 
state of Mr. Stephens’ health. After much trouble 
silence was restored, and he proceeded to speak. 
We give all the leading points of his address.— 
’He thus spoke of
tHE NEW CONSTITUTION.
It amply secures all our ancient rights, fran­
chises and privileges. All the great principles 
of Magna Charta are retained in it. No citizen 
is deptived of life, liberty or property, but by the 
.judgment of his peers, under the laws of the 
land. The great principle of religious liberty, 
which was the honor and pride of the old Con­
stitution, is still maintained and secured. All 
X'h-e essentials of the old Constitution which have 
endeared it to the hearts of the American people, 
have been preserved arid perpetuated. [Ap 
plause.] Some change ;have been made—of 
•these'I shall speak presently. Some of these I 
should have preferred not to have been made, 
but these, perhaps, ’tariet the cordial approbation 
of a roajoajry of this audience, if not an over* 
wh-e luring majority of the people of the Confed­
eracy. Of them, therefore, I will not not speak. 
But other important changes do meet my cordial 
approbation. They form great improvements 
on the old Constitution. So, taking the whole, 
new Constitution. I have no hesitancy in giving 
it as my judgment that it is decidedly better than 
theold. (Applause.J A flow we briefly to allude 
to some of these improvements. The question 
of building up class interests, or fostering one 
branch of industry to the prejudice of another, 
under the exercise of the revenue power, which 
gave us so much trouble undpr the old Constitu- 
lion, is put at rest forever under the new. We 
allow the imposition of no duty with « view of 
giving advantages to one class of persons in any 
trade or business over those of another. All. 
under our system, stand upon the same Etoad 
principles of perfect equality. Honest labor and 
enterprise are left free and unrestricted in what­
ever pursuit they may be engaged in. This sub­
ject came well nigh causing a rupture of the old 
Union, under the lead of the gallant Palmetto 
State, which lies on our border, in 1833.
THE CONFEDERACY TUE BULWARK OF SLAVERY.
After enumerating the Southern revenue sys­
tem, the right of Cabinet ministers to sit on the 
floor of Congress, the lengthened tenure of the 
Presidential office as improvements on the Fed. 
eral Constitution, Mr. Stephens spoke as follows 
upon the issue of slavery, confessing that the 
founders of the Union were hostile to slavery 
while the new Confederacy is the bulwark of the 
system. He said :
But not to be tedious in enumerating the nu 
merous changes for the better, allow me to allude 
to oue other—though last, not least: The new 
Constitution has put at real, forever, all agitating 
questions relating to our peculiar institution— 
African slavery as it exists among ns—the proper 
status of the negro in our form of civilization.— 
Thia was the immediate cause of the late rupture 
and present revolution. Jefferson, in his fore­
cast, had anticipated this, as the “rock upon 
which the old Union would split.” He was right. 
What was conj-cture with him is now a realized 
fact. But whether he fully comprehended the 
great truth up >c which that rock stood and stands, 
may be doubted. The prevailing idea entertained 
by h itn and most of the leading statesmen at the 
time of the ‘ formation of the old Constitution, 
were that the enslavement of the African was in 
violation of the laws of nature; that it was wrong 
in principle, socially, morally and politically. It 
was an evil they knew not well how to deal with, 
but the general opinion of the men of that day 
was that, some how or other, in the order of 
Providence, the institution would be evanescent 
and pass away. This idea, though not incorpor 
ated in the Constitution, was the prevailing idea 
At the time. The Constitution, it is true, secured 
every essential guarrantee to the institution while 
it should last, and hence no argument can be 
justly used agaiust the constitutional, guarrantees 
thus secured because of the common sentiment 
of the day. Those ideas, however, were funda­
mentally wrong. They rested upon the assump­
tion of the equality of races. This was an error. 
It was a sandy foundation, and the idea of a Gov 
ernment built upon it; when the “ storm came 
and the wind blew, it fell."
Our new Government is founded upon exactly 
the opposite idea; its foundations are laid, its 
corner-stone rests upon the great truth that the 
negro is not equal to the white man. That 
Slavery—subordination to the superior race—is 
-his natural and normal condition. [Applause.]
Thus, our new Government, is the first ic the 
history of the world based upon this great physi­
cal, philosophical, and moral truth. This truth 
has been slow in the process of its development, 
like all other truths in the various departments 
of science. It has been so even among us. Many 
who hear me, perhaps, can recollect well that 
this truth was not generally admitted, even within 
their day. The errors of the past generation 
still clung to many as late as twenty years ago. 
Those at the North who still cling to these errors, 
with a zeal above knowledge, we justly denomi­
nate fanatics. All fanaticism springs from an 
aberration of the mind; from a defect in reason* 
ing. It is a species of insanity. One of the 
most striking characteristics of insanity, in many 
instances, is forming correct conclusions from 
fancied or erroneous premises ; so with the Anti- 
Slavery fanatics; their conclusions aright, if their 
premises are. I hey assume that the negro is 
equal, and hence conclude that he is entitled to 
equal privileges and rights with the white man. 
If their premises were correct, their conclusions 
would be logical and just; but their premises 
being wrong, their whole argument fails. I re­
collect once of having heard a gentleman from 
one of the Northern States, of great power and 
ability, announce in the House of Representa­
tives, with imposing effect, that we of the South 
would be compelled ultimately to yield upon this 
subject of Slavery, that it was as impossible to 
war successfully against a principle in politics 
as it was in physics or mechanics. That the prin 
ciple would ultimately prevail. That we, in 
maintaining Slavery as it exists with us, were 
warring against a principle, a principle founded 
in nature, the principle of the equality of man. 
The reply I made to him was that upon his own 
grounds, we Bhould succeed, and that he and his 
associates in their crosade against oor institu­
tions, would ultimately fail. The truth announced 
that it was as impossible to war successfully 
against a principle io politics as in physics and 
mechanics, I admitted, but told him that it was 
ke and those acting with him who were warring 
Against a principle. They were attempting to 
make things equal which the Creator had made 
onequal.
In the conflict thus far success has been on our 
side, complete throughout the length and breadth 
of the Confederate States. It is upon this, as I 
have stated, our social fabric is firmly planted; 
and I cannot permit myself to doubt the ultimate 
Success of a full recognition of this principle 
throughout the civilized and enlightened world. 
THfe DIVINITY of slavery.
As I have stated, the truth of this principle 
may be slow in development, a3 all trhths are, 
acd ever have been, io the various branches of 
science. It toas so with the principles announced 
by Galileo—it was so with Adam Smith and his 
principles of political economy. It was so with 
Harvey, and his theory Of the circulation of the 
blood. It is stated that not a single one of the 
medical profession, living at the time of the an< 
nounCement of the truths made by him, admitted 
them. Now, they are universally acknowledged. 
May we not therefore look with confidence 
to the ultimate universal acknowledgement of 
the truths upon which our Bystem rests. It is the 
first Government ever instituted upon principles 
in strict conforminty to nature, and the ordina­
tion of Providence, iu furnishing the materials 
of human society. Many Governments have 
been founded upon the principle of the enslave, 
ment of certain classes ; but the classes thus en­
slaved were of the same race and in violation of 
the laws of nature. Our system commits uo vi­
olation of nature’s laws. The negro by nature, 
or by the curse against Canaan, is fitted for that 
condition which he occupies in our system. TLe 
architect, in the construction of buildings, lays 
the foundation w:th proper material—the granite 
—then comes the brick or marble. The substra. 
turn of our society is made of the material fitted 
by nature for it, and by experience we know that 
it is best, not only for the superior, but for the 
nferior race, that it should be so. It is, indeed, 
in conformity with the ordmauce of the Creator. 
It is not for us to inquire into the wisdom of his 
ordinances or to question them. For his own 
purposes he has made one race to differ with an 
o h-r, as he has made “ one star to differ from 
another in glory.”
The great objects of humanity are bes; attained 
when conformed to his laws and decrees, in the 
formation of Governments as well as in all things 
else. Our Confederacy is founded upon princi­
ples in strict conformity with these laws. This 
stone which was rejected by the first builder “ is 
becoming the chief stone of the corner” iu our 
new edifice- [Applause.]
I have been asked what of the future? It has 
been apprehended by some, that we would have 
arrayed against us the civilized World, t care 
not who of how many they may be, when we 
stand upon the eternal principles of truth, we 
are obliged ahd must triumph. [Immense ap­
plause. j
Thousands of people who begin to understand 
tlese truths are not ye* completely out of the 
shell. We hear much o' the civilization and 
Christianization of the barbarous tribes of Africa 
la my judgment, those ends will never be attained, 
but by first teaching them the lesson taught to 
Adam, that “ iu the Sweat of thy brow shall thou 
eat bread ” [applause.] and teaching them to 
work end feed and clothe themselves. But to 
p i88 on: some have propounded the inquiry, 
whether it is practicable for us to go on with 
Confederacy, without further accessions ? Have 
we the means and ability to maintain nationality 
among the powers of the earth? On this point 
I would barely say, that as anxiously as We have 
been and are, for the Border Slates with institu­
tions similar with ours, to join ua, still we are 
abundantly able to maintain our position, even if 
they should ultimately make up their minds not 
to Cast their destiny with ours. That they ulti­
mately will join us, be compelled to do it. is my 
confident belief, but we can get on very well with 
out them, even if they should not.
THE RESOURCES OF THE CONFEDERACY 
Were the next subject of the speaker’s remarks1 
The taxable property of the Confederate States 
cannot be less than ^22,000,000 000. This. I 
think, I venture but little in saying, may be cctt 
sidered as five tim. s ra' r- than the colonies pos­
sessed at the time they achieved their indeppn. 
dence. Georgia alone possessed last year, ac­
cording to the report of our Controller-General, 
$672,000,000 of taxable property, The debts of 
the seven Confederate States sum up In the ag­
gregate less than $18,000,000; while the exist­
ing debts of the other of the United States sum 
up io the aggregate the enormous amount of 
$174,000,000. This is without taking into the 
accounts the heavy city debts, corporation debts 
and railroad debts, which press, and will contin 
ue to press, a heavy incubus upon the resources 
of those States. These debts, added to the oth 
era, make a sum total not much under $500,000,- 
000. With such an area of territory—with such 
an amount of population—with a climate and 
soil unsurpassed by any on the face of the earth 
—with such resources already at our command 
—with productions which control the commerce 
of the world—who can entertain any apprehen, 
sions as to our success, whether others join us or 
not?
THE BORDER STATES.
It is true, I believe, I state but the common 
sentiment, when I declare my earnest desire that 
the Border States should join ns. The differ­
ences of opinion that existed among us anterior 
to secession, related more to to the policy in se­
curing that result by co*operation than from any 
difference upon the ultimate security we all look­
ed to in common.
These differences of opinion were more in ref 
erence to policy than principle, and as Mr. Jef­
ferson said in his inaugural, in 1810, after the 
heated contest preceding his election, there 
might be differences in opinion without differ­
ences on princip)e> aud that all, to some extent, 
bad been Federalists and all Republicans; so it 
may now be said to us, that whatever differences 
of opinion as to the best policy in having a co­
operation with our border sister Slave States, if 
the worst come to the worst, that as we were all 
co-operationists, we are now all for independence, 
whether they come or not. [Continued applause.]
In this connection I take this occasion to state 
that I was not without grave and serious appre­
hension, that if the worst came to the Worst,and 
cutting loose from the old Government would be 
the only remedy for our safety and security, it 
would be attended with much more serious ills 
than it has been as yet. Thus far we have seen 
none of those incidents which usually attend rev­
olutions. No such material as such convulsions 
usually throw up has been seen. Wisdom, pru­
dence and patriotism have marked every step of 
our progress thus far. This augurs well for the 
future, and it Is a matter of sincere gratification 
to me, that I am enabled to make the declara­
tion of the men I met in the Congress at Mont­
gomery, (I may be pardoned for saying this) aD 
abler, wiser, a more conservative, deliberate, de 
termined, resolute and potriotio body of men I 
never met tn my life, [Great applause.] Their 
works speak for them; the Provisional Govern­
ment speaks for them; the Constitution of the 
permanent Government will be a lasting monu­
ment of their worth, merit, and statesmanship
Government than that to which they belong. If 
we do this, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Ar­
kansas cannot hesitate long; neither can Virgin­
ia, Kentucky acd Missouri. They will necessa­
rily gravitate to us by an ItfiperiOus law. Look­
ing to the distant future, and, perhaps, not very 
distant either, it is not beyond the range of pos, 
sibility, and even probability, that all the great 
States of the North-West shall gravitate this Way 
as well aa Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri; Ar­
kansas, Ac. Should they do eo, our doors are 
wide enough to receive theta, but not until they 
are ready to assimilate with us in principle.
The process of disintegration in the old Union 
may be expected to go on with almost absolute 
certainty. We are noW the nucleus of a grow­
ing power, Which, if We are trite to ourselves, our 
destiny and high mission Will becotoe the con­
trolling power on this continent. To what ex­
tent accession Will go on in the process of time, 
or where it will end, the future will determine.— 
So far as it concerns States of the old Union, 
they will be upon no such principle of recon­
struction a.a now spoken of, but Upon reorganiza­
tion and new assimilation. [Loud applause.] — 
Such are some of the glimpses of the future as 
I catch them.
As to whether we shall have war with bbr late 
confederates, or whether all matters bf differ 
ence between us shall be amicably settled, I can 
only say that the prospect for a peaceful adjust 
ment is better, so far as I am imformed, than it 
has been.
The prospect of war is at least not so threat 
ening as it has been. The idea of coercion 
shadowed forth in President Lincoln’s Inaugural 
seems not to be followed up thus far as vigorous­
ly as was expected. Fort Sumter, it is believed, 
will soon be evacuated. What course will be 
pursued towards Fort Pickens and the other forts 
on the Gulf, is not so well understood. It is 
greatly to be desired that all of them should be 
surrendered. Our object is Peace, not only^with 
the North, but with the world. All matters rela­
ting to the public property, public liabilities of 
the Union when we were members of it, we are 
ready and willing to adjust and settle, upon the 
principles of right, equality and good faith. War 
can be of no more benefit to the North than to 
us. The idea of coercing us. or of subjugating 
us, is utterly preposturous. Whether the inten­
tion of evacuating Fort Sumter is to be received 
as an evidence of a desire for a peaceful solution 
of our diffioukies with the United States, or the 
result of necessity, I am not prepared to Bay''. I 
would fain hope the former. Rumors are afloat, 
however, that it is the result of necessity. All I 
can say to you, therefore, on that point, is keep 
your armor bright and your powder dry. [Enthu­
siastic applause.]
The surest way to secure peace, is to show your 
ability to maintain your rights. The principles 
and position of the present Administration of 
the United States—the Republican party—-pres- 
sent some puzzling questions. While it is a fix­
ed principle with them never to allow the in» 
crease of a foot of slave Territory, they seem to 
be equally determined not to part with an inch 
“of the accursed soil.” Notwithstanding their 
clamor against the institution, they seem to be 
equally opposed to getting more, or letting go 
what they have got. They were ready to fight 
on the accession of Texas, and they are equally 
ready to fight now on her secession. Why is 
this? Hjw can this strange paradox be account- 
ed for? There seems to be but one rationales J* 
lution, and that is, notwithstanding their profes* 
sions of humanity, they are disinclined to give 
up the benefits they derive from slave labor.— 
Their philanibrophy yields to their interest. The 
idea of enforcing the laws has but. one object, 
and that is a Collection of the taxes raised by 
slave labor to.swell the fund necessary to meet 
their heavy appropriations. The spoils is what 
they afe after, though they come from the labor 
of the slave. [Coutinued applause.]
He alluded to the difficulties and embarrass­
ments which seemed to surround the question of 
a peaceful solution of the controversy with the 
old Government. How can it be done? is per­
plexing many minds. The President seems io 
think that he cannot recognize our independence, 
nor can he, with and by the advice of the Seh- 
ate, do so. The Constitution makes no such 
provision. A eeneral GonVetitlCta uf all the 
States has been suggested by some.
Without proposing to solve the difficulty, he 
barely made the following suggestion:
That as the admission of States by Congress 
under the Constitution was an act of legislation, 
and in the nature of a contract or compact be­
tween the States admitted aud the others admit­
ting, why should not this Contract or compact be 
regarded as of like Character with all other civil 
contracts—liable to be rescinded by mutual a' 
greement of both parties? The seceding States 
have rescinded it on their part. Why cannot 
the whole question be settled, if the North desire 
peace, simply by the Congress, in both branches, 
with the concurrenee of the President, giving 
their consent to the separation, and a recognition 
of our independence? This he merely offered as 
a suggestion, as one of the ways in which it 
might be done, With touch less Violence tb don 
structioDB bf the Constitution than many [Other 
acts of that Government. [Applause.] The 
difficulty has to be solved in some way or other 
—this may be regarded as a fixed fact.
In oldeh times the olive branch was consider­
ed the emblem of peace. We will send to the 
nations of the earth another and far more poten­
tial emblem of the same—the Cotton Plant.
If, said he, we are true to ourseireS, true to 
our cause, true to our destiny, true to our high 
mission, in presenting to the world the highest 
type of civilization ever exhibited by man, there 
will be found in our lexicon no such word as fail.
Mr. Stephens took his seat amid a burst of on- 
thusiasm and applause.
a naval demonstration intended merely to fright­
en the Spaniards away from the Island of Hayti.
It is quite as probable as anything else that 
not one of these things is intended by the Ad 
ministration, and that the object secretly aimed 
at is, by a show of plack, to keep the war faction 
of the Republican party quiet, until the majority 
in thb phriy afb fully prepared for the open enun­
ciation of the grand conspiracy for the final and 
entire separation of the free from the slave States. 
The country is to be aroused—at least this seems 
a reasonable conjecture, frota rCCCbt movements 
—until secession shall have 1 ad time to ripen in 
the Border slave States, aa it has done in the 
Cotton States, and .the tetfention of the former 
in the old Federal Union shall have become ap­
parently impracticable. Then the separation of 
the whole fifteeh fil&vh States from the seventeen 
free States Will be Urged upon the people of the 
latter as an absolute and inevitable necessity.
The acknowledged authbt of the “irrepressible 
Conflict” doctrine is President; the great teacher 
and promulgator of that doctHfib is his Premier. 
The other members of the Cabinet belong to 
the Sdtoe school. Men of thb satos stamp have 
been appointed to the most Important and influ­
ential positions in the gift of the Government.— 
Circulars are issued and scattered far and wide 
in the Northern StateS; arguing that the “irre­
pressible conflict,” as it is termed “between free­
dom and slavery” can never be ended, and the 
country cah UfeVer again have peafcfe; and never 
prosper, except by a total and permanent separ­
ation of the free from the slave States: Leading 
Republican journals take the 6ame view, and 
urge it with all the rhetoric and sophistry whibh 
they can master—Sometimes insidiously; and un­
der cover of ridicule, but often openly and With 
seriousness.
We have no evidence that it is the desire of 
the Administration to retain the Bordet Slate 
States in the Union. We, therefore, have no 
confidence that it will take any decided and effi­
cient measures to maintain the integrity of the 
Union by relieving the forts, collecting the reve­
nue, and enforcing the federal laws in the seced 
ed States. It may possibly make some feint oi 
this sort just to demonstrate the impracticability 
of the attempt, and, at the same time, irritate and 
perplex the people iu the Border States, and 
drive them off into secession. Then will come 
the climax of this great Republican Disunion 
movement, which the Northern “irrepressibles” 
have contemplated from the beginning, and to 
effect which Lincolu was placed in the Presiden­
tial chair.
Salmon P. Chase has received great credit 
among his admirers for being the author of one 
sentiment, upon which he used to dwell in his 
political speeches and writings, namely: “That 
the Federal Government must be divorced from 
all connection with, and support of slavery.”— 
Now, to render that divorce effectual and com 
plete, it is announced that the Free States must 
be divorced from all political connection nud af­
finity with the Slave States. People of Ohio! — 
Will you permit the Cabinet at Washington to 
pursue a course that shall tender this decree ir­
reversible?
course between Ft. Suihlfer And the city Would he 
prohibited froto that date. All the posts have 
been strengthened and two additional regiments 
are expected from the iiiterior.
Death of Judge McLean.
The telegraph announces the death of judge 
John McLean, at Cincinnati, this morning (4th.)
Judge McLean was born in New Jersey, 
March 11, 1783; at lour years of age catae to 
Warren county, Ohio, and at 18 years com 
mence studying law in Cincinnati with Arthur 
St. Clair. In 1807 he married Miss Edwards, 
and first practiced law in Lebenon, Warren 
county.
In October, 1812, Judge McL. was elected to 
reprerent in Congress the Warren District, which 
included Cincinnati, He was a Madison, War 
Democrat. In 1815 he was re-elected unani 
mously—not one vote against him. In 1816 he 
was elected Judge of the Supreme Court of Ohio, 
and remained on the benth Until 1822, when 
Monroe iippolnted him Commissioner of the Land 
Office. In July 1823 he was made Post Master 
General and in consideration of his eminent 
Services the salary was raised ftbta $4000 io 
$6000.
The eccentric John Randolph said he would 
vote for increasing the salary if it could be again 
reduced wheh Judge McL. went out of office.— 
In 1829 Judge McL. declined the War and Navy 
bureaus offered him by Jackson, and resigning 
the office of Post Master General, he was made 
United States Judge, entering upon his duties 
in 1830, and so continuing to the day of his 
death.
Judgfe McLean Las many litres baeh brobght 
by hlS friebds before Natitihal Conventions as a 
feHndidateJfor the Presidency.
Judge McLean was one of the purest of jurists, 
itifl One of the ablest. His decisions are of the 
highest authority.
The last cases in which his opinion was very 
important is the famous Dred Scott decision, in 
which he so ably dissented from Judge Taney 
and the majority of the Court;
Three weeks since we saw him on the benbh at 
Washington, actively in discharge of his onerous
duties.— Cleve. Herald:
--------------- ----------------------
A Moonlight fiuel--An Unfortunate Affair.
A duel was foUght recently at Fort McRae, 
Florida, which resulted id 'dangerously ftoiind- 
ing St. Clair Morgan; a gallant South Carolini­
an serviug in the Cotiffedetate States at that post 
The other party, Mr. Storrs, iB an Alabamian, 
andjate a U. S. Midshipnian:
They were out on a reconnoitering expedition 
the night of the duel, and the quarrel arose from 
Morgan’s charging Storrs with timidity, because 
the latter ohjected to landing right under the 
walls of Fort Pickens to see what could be dis­
covered. The weapons were ShaVpe’s rifles, and 
the distance twenty 6teps. At the first fire, Mor­
gan fell shot through the thigh. The moon was 
shining brightly at the time. Asad affair in 
deed. Brave men were made for better things. 
— Southern Banner.
line. Thfe eastern boundary of Nevada is about 
fdur degrees of longitude west of Salt Lake City;
The deScripti'oh which fte ha^e giveh, will, we 
think, be sufficient tb tenable the Governors aod 
Secretaries and other appointees for the new Ter­
ritories to fii their local habitation during the 
present Administration;
General \ccUanji.
if
lassntg
! Mittal.
[Applause.]
THE FUTURE.
We have intelligence, and virtue, and patriot­
ism. All that is required is to cultivate and per­
petuate these. Organized upon principles of 
perfect justice and right—seeking amity and 
friendship with all other powers—I see noobsta* 
cle in the way of our upward and onward pro­
gress. Our growth, by accessions from other 
States, will depend greatly upon whether we pre' 
sent to the world, as I trust we shall, a better
The Policy of she Administration—The
Permanent Dismemberment of the Union.
[From the Ohio Statesman.]
The telegraphic dispatches for a few days past 
have been chiefly occupied with news that looks 
warlike. They have announced the sailing or 
the preparation for the sailing southward of war 
vessels filled with troops aud munitions Of war. 
Upon this intelligence, the radical Republican 
journals exclaim: “The Administration has at 
last inaugurated a policy!”
But what that policy is,- not one of these jour­
nals can tell. They afe As much in the dark as 
they Wefe after they bad read Lincoln’s Inaugu­
ral. One journal says that the Object of these 
warlike movements is to relieve Tort Sumter, 
and strengthen Fort Pickens; another declares 
that the design is to blockade the itfO'ttthg of the 
Mississippi and all the ports Oh th$ Southern 
Coast, and collect the revOnftO on ehrpb’oSrd; a 
third affirms that the Administration is sending 
out a military force to TeXas to sustain Governor 
Houston against the seoessionists in that quarter; 
a fourth is confident that these war vessels are 
only going out on a cruise of observation, to 
watch the French and English fleets which are 
expected shortly to arrive off our Southern coast; 
while a fifth unceremoniously Whittles it down to
TSlegrams.
Charleston, April 8.
Beauregard has ordered out 5000 troops.— 
Companies are constantly arriving and being put 
in position. New batteries are also being con 
structed.
kfew York, April 8.
Large quantities of ordinance, ammunition, 
Ac., has been transported to-day from Governor’s 
Island to the steamship Baltic, including bhb 
hundred gun carriages fob large Columbiads, 
marked Ft. Pickens; She Sailed at 7 o’clock 
this evening.
The Commercial's Washington dispatch Skys 
Lieut. Talbot left for Sumter to day, with in­
structions to Anderson and Will undoubtedly 
be readmitted to the Fort, although stringent 
regulations have been adopted by the secession* 
ists.
The Illinois has taken on board 20()0 bhls. 
assorted stores, 500 cases of muskets, and a large 
quantity of'ammunition, and two preks of ar­
tillery, with a large number of gun-carriagpp 
and.STO 060 in specie. She sails in the morn­
ing.
The Post's Washington displfrbh states that 
Gen-Scott continues active in the personal su 
pervisioh of the military there, which is consid­
ered sufficient to protect the city. The guards 
Around the Capitol and public buildings have been 
doubled, and armed to the tfeelh. The Post quotes 
a private letter from Charleston, which states that 
Major Anderson intends to retort on the Charles­
tonians tor stopping his supplies; by prohibing 
further intercourse by water with the fefts that 
surround him.
The troops in the neighborhood of Fort Pick­
ens on board United States vessels are ctfnsid- 
ered sufficient in number to reinforce that fort, 
if this design has not already been consum* 
mated.
Proposals for Treasury notes to the amount 
of nearly five millions of dollars, are to be re­
served by the Secretary of the Treasury until 
Tuesday morning at 10 o’clock. Offers have 
been previously made of one-fourth per cent, 
premium for tLe fe'ntiffe sum, but it is deemed 
proper to afford a fair opportunity for competi 
tiou.
A special dispatch to the Herald says, a high 
official of this Government left to-day for Mont­
gomery, on a mission to the Government of the 
Confederate States.
The same correspondent says official advices 
from Central America state that the impression 
is general that a movement is on foot for the con­
solidation of all the States into one government 
ttnd that rt will be successful.
Charleston, April 7.
Gen. Beautfegard fiji'S* morning issued an order 
and sent a special messenger to Major Anderson, 
giving him an offi'eia'f notifi'eation that all inter­
Our New Territories.
Congress, at its recent session, established 
three newTerritories and christened them Dakota, 
Colorado and Nevada, and provided the Usual 
machinery of territorial government for each.— 
To the new offices thus created, the President is 
now making appointments. We presume that 
nearly all of our readers are somewhat in the 
dark as to the precise location of these new seats 
of empire. Having examined the acts of Con­
gress to correct our own map of the United States, 
if our readers will turn to their maps, we will en­
deavor to enablp them to trace the boundaries of 
these hew Territories.
DAKOTA.
This Territory is bounded on the North by 
British America, on the East by Minnesota and 
a part of Iowa, on the West by Washington Ter­
ritory, and On the South by Nebraska Territory 
(aS UOW deduced)—the Southern boundary line 
being as follows : commencing on the Iowa line, 
at the juhfction of the Missouri and Big Sioux 
Rivers; arid running thenfce up the Missouri to 
the mouth of the Nitibrarah river—-thence up 
the latter river to tHe mouth of the Kaha Taha, 
or Turtle Hill rfrijr—thence up the latter to the 
43d parallel of north latitude—and thence on 
the 43d parallel West to Washington Territory.
The Territory thus established, it will be seen 
is of great extent, covering six degrees of lati­
tude and more than fifteen degrees of longitude 
—streaching from Minnesota on the East to 
Washington Tferrittiry (the crest of the Rocky 
Mountains) on the Wtest;
The Territory o’f Nebraska, by this reduction 
and also by further reduction in establishing the 
hew Territory of Colorado, is cut down to quite
astifaable dimensions.
fcoLORADO.
This Territory is bounded on the North by the 
41st parallel of north latitude—Un the East bv 
25th meridian of w'esi Tongitude (from Washing­
ton)—on the South by the 37th parallel of north 
latitude (being the line of thfe sb’uthern boundary 
of Kansas and Utah)—and on the West by the 
32d meridian of west longitude. The Territory 
thus embraced is what was the western part of 
Utah, the north-’tfest corner of Nebraska. It 
includes the Pike’s Peak and adjacent mining rei 
gion, and its principal town at present is Denver 
city.
NEVADA.
The new Territory of Nevada is formed prin­
cipally from the #e£t part of Utah, but includes 
quite a slice of California (subject to her consent) 
—all east of the ridgo of the Sierra Nevada 
mountains. It is bounded on the North by the 
42d parallel of north latitude (the southern bound­
ary of Oregon and Washington)—East by the 
39th meridian of west longitude—Sbatfi by thfe 
northern boundary of New Mexico, continued 
west into California to the dividing ridge of the 
Sierra Nevada mountains—and West by this di- 
viding ridge as far north as the 41st,parallel and 
thence by a line running due north to Oregon
A Supernatural Premonition—Story of a 
Railroad Engineer.
I was running a night express train, and bad 
a train of ten cars—eight passenger and two bagi 
gage cars—and all were well loaded. I was be­
hind time, aud was very anxious to make a cer­
tain point; thus I was using every eXeftidn, and 
puttiug the engine to the utmost speed to which 
she fras capablb: I was ou a section of the road 
usually considered the best running ground on 
the line, and was endeavoring to toake the most 
of it, when a conviction struck toe that I must 
stop.
A Something seemed to tell me that to go 
ahead waS dangerous), and that 1 must stop if I 
would save my life. I looked back at my train 
and it was all right. I straiued toy eyes and 
peered into the darkness, and could see no sig­
nal of danger, nor anything betokening danger, 
and there I could see five miles in the day-time. 
I listened to the workings of my engine, tried 
the water, looked at the guage, aud all wa3 right 
I tried to laugh myself out of what I then con­
sidered a childish fear ; but, like Banqao’s ghost, 
it would not down at my bidding, but grew strong­
er in its hold upon me.
I thought of the ridicule I would have heaped 
upon me if I did stop : but it was all of no avail 
The conviction—for by this time it had ripened 
into a conviction—that I totiSt Stop gfetJ* stfohg- 
bf and I shut off and bletv ihb whistle for break­
ers accordingly. I came to a dead halt, got off, 
and went ahead a little tfoty, vVithout saying any 
thing to any body tvhUt tfi§ 8131161* was. I had 
a latop in my hand, and had gone about sixty 
feet, When I saw what convinced me that pre­
monitions ate sometimes possible. I dropped 
the liinteVn from my nerveless grasp, and sat 
down on the track utterly unable to stand ; for 
there was a switch, the thought of which had 
never entered my mind, as it had never been 
used since I had been on the road, and was 
known to be spiked, but was open to lead me off 
the track. This switch led into a stone quarry, 
from whence stone for bridge purposes had been 
quarried, and the switch was left there in case 
stone should be needed at any time, but it was 
alivays locked, and the switch rail spiked.
Yet here it was wide open, and had I not ob; 
eyed my premonition—warning—call it what you 
will—I should have ran into it, and, at the end 
of the Hack, only about ten fods long, my heavy 
engine and train, moving at the rate of thirty 
miles per hour, have come into collisioa with a 
Solid vVal! of rock; eighteen ieet high. The con­
sequences, had I done so, can neither be imagi. 
tied Uor described ; but they could, by no possi­
bility; b’eeil Otherwise than fatally horrid. This 
is toy eitpierienbe in getting warnings from a 
Source that I know not, and cannot divine. It is 
a mystery to me—a mystery for which I am very 
thankful, however, although I dare not attempt 
to explain It; hbr say whence it came.
Extraordinary Dramatic Resurrection.
Some years ago, Julius Brutus Booth was 
playing the elder “Brutus,” at the Mud Theatre, 
in Baltimore, Bnd the wife of Andrew Jackson 
Alleb, the American costumer, was the “Lucre­
tia” of the night; “Brutds” had to speak a long 
oration over the dead body of the martyred ma­
tron, but as the wedthef was bitterly cold, Mrs. 
Allen induced the manager to place a supernu­
merary body on the flier: As it was not neces­
sary that any portion of the body should be seen, 
excepting the profile eff the face, the deception 
was not discovered by Booth. The tragedian 
bad proceeded a few lines In his speech, when a 
slight shiver was observed to agitate the dead 
body.
Booth ascribed this to the cold draught of air 
to which the self-immolated “Lucretia” was ex­
posed, and went on—the boy writhed : Booth 
muttered between his teeth—“Lie still, madame; 
recollect you’re dead.” Another violent contor­
tion of the corpse. The orator flecame excited, 
and exclaimed loud enough to he heard in the 
pit—“D——atiou, madame, if you don't stop 
that infernal wriggling, I'll leave the stage!” He 
proceeded, however, until he came to the lioes— 
Behold that frozen corpse ;
Seo where the lost Lucretia sleeps in death.
Here the bier shook as though its burden had 
been galvanized, and the body sprang from the 
tressel in its winding>6heet, and rushiDg to the 
foot-lights, exclaimed : “Blast mo if I am going 
to lay on that ere bench to be drownded I” It 
is impossible to conceive the ludicrous figure the 
boy presented. He was enveloped in several 
white sheets, the ends of which trailed behind 
him, and his face was perfectly black. The au’ 
dience was convulsed with laughter, which nev­
er ceased till the curtain fell.
It was afterward discovered that Sam Drake, 
a comedian of facetious memory, had obtained 
from the paint-room a pot of liquid lamp-black, 
and planted himself in the “flies” Immediately 
over the representative of the defuuct Roman 
matron." At intervals hb pdufefl sinall quanti* 
ties of the sable fluid directly in the face of the 
uuhappy youth, but at length ihe whole contents 
ot the vessel descending in a shower, it was too 
much for flesTi and blood to bear, and produced 
the ludicrous catastrophe.
Love After Deaitft— t£ Devoted Hus­
band Kept “Ahead” of His Wife 
An Albany cotemporary has scared up a very
remarkable story, and for the benefit of our sen­
timental readers we give an abstract of it. Ac­
cording to our authority, one of the hundreds of 
old bachelors, whose existence in Albany is a 
crying disgrace to the maidens thereof, fell in 
love with a very beautiful young girl of eighteen; 
and, as he possessed quite a nice little .ortUDe, 
she very kindly agreed to let him call her his 
wife. The pair were married some years ago,
and entered into the enjoyment of one of ifloSa 
delicious honeymoons which shine on fields of 
gold dollars, and glimmer delightfully lbrough 
the intervals of a fashionable tour. But scarce 
was it over when the bride fell a victim to one 
of these insidious diseases that are apt to follow 
undue excitemeut, and tfaS consigned to the 
grave in le68 than a yedr from the day of her au­
spicious marriage. Lhe husband became fran­
tic under his bereavement, and made daily visit* 
to the vault lb vthich his bride was interred fof 
some tiaie. The beautiful corpse was ififclosed 
in a toetalic, air-tight coffin, its features Still re­
taining their symmetry of expression; and • 
Sulile appearing to linger about the Corners of 
hbr mouth. Iu the contemplatiob of his lost 
- treasure the mourner found such sad Comfort 
that he determined to have a part df It before 
him. Without acquainting any One with his in­
tention, he went to Philadelphia and there con­
sulted an eminent surgeon, whom he finally in­
duced to accompany him td Albany. The sur­
geon cut the head of the dead bride from her 
body, embalmed it for preservation, and had It 
set in an exquisite frame of pure gold. “This 
case,” says our sympathizing cotemporary, “bow 
occupies a prominent position iii the rooto of the 
idolatrous husband, and be, being a man of 
ne^ve, does little else than muse upon it.” We 
arc afraid this story is what may be familiarly 
termed ‘*a big thing ob Snyder,” though it is 
nbt altogether unnatural fof a man to desire to 
keep ahead of his wife.
Superstitions of the Negro.
The religion bf these negroes is a fetichism u 
I may Call it. It is nothing but a very strong 
materialism. They believe in spirits, but the 
spirits they believe in are always the spirits of 
their fathers; they never believe in the spirit 
of a persoti they have never seen. When they 
make sacrifices, it is always for their fathers.—* 
When you ask them what has become of the 
spirit of their grand-fathers, they say that the/ 
do not know; that is all done. They present 
food to the strongest from of to&telialism. The/ 
preaentfood for their idols, ahd they say that idols 
eat their food for it disappears; I do not knSW 
where the swindle is made; but there is a swin* 
die somewhere, I know.
Thby believe ih the doctor when sich, but 
when they die, the strong superstition of the peol 
pie begins to show itself. Tbey do not under­
stand how a man who was well a week ago can 
die. They ascribe supernatural powers tb men, 
and from that comes the Critab of witchcraft, 
which is inconteslibly the greatest curse ot that 
country. For one slave sold, there are ten pet- 
sone killed for witchcraft. And when a man 
dies thej kill from one to thousands of men, as 
you have seefi in the papers an account of oaet 
case lately; for there is no man dies among them 
for whom there is riot b’rie, two or more men kill* 
ed. For every death there are more people kill­
ed. They always distrust people after one has 
died. The father will distrust his son, aud the 
son his fathei*. I believe witchcraft is the great­
est curse that ever befell that country, ana 1 do' 
not know how long it will take to blot it out.
How O’Connell Sold Mr. Rusibll, Thrf 
v ,, Times’ Man- 
The Mr. Russell, who now represents the Lon*
don Pirnes here, is the sdoie gentleman who was 
sent by that journal to Ireland to report O’Coc« 
nell's speeches, during the Repeal agitation.— 
One of the first meetings the newspaper man at­
tended was in Kerry. Having heard of G'Coa- 
hell’s polite qualities, he thought-he would ask 
that gentleman’s permission to take a verbatim 
account of the oration. The “Liberator” not 
only consented, but, in his biliest manner, in­
formed the assembled audience that “until that 
gintlemari was provided with all writin’ conven­
iences, he wouldn’t spake a word,” assuming an 
extra brogue, which was altogether unnecessary.’ 
Russell was delighted: Tne preparations begad 
and were completed; Russell was ready:
“Are you quite ready?" asked Dan:
“Quite ready.” . ..(
“Now, are you sure vou’re entirely ready?"
“I'm certain, Sir. Yes.” .,
. The crowd becotolng excited and impatient,' 
Dan said: “Now, 'pon my conscience I wod?t 
begin the sBeech till the London gintlemari is 
iutireTy ready.” ,i*'
After waiting another moment or so, O'Con­
nell advanced; eyes glistened; ears were all at­
tention) and the reportorial pencil aiose. Dan 
gave one more ‘benignant smile on the corres\ 
pondeht, winked at the auditors, aiid commenced 
his speech in the frisli language, to the irrepres­
sible horror of the present ^ditor, of The Army, 
and Navy Gazette, and to the infinite delight of 
all.Kerry.
Orte (If Diiiiel Webster’s Anecdotes. 
Webster had an anecdote of old Father Sear!/ 
the minister of his boyhood; which has never 
been in print, and which is too good to be lost/ 
It was customary to wear buckskin breeches 
cold weather, due Sunday morniug iri the an* 
tumn, Father Sear! brought down his from thi* 
garret; but the wasps had taken possession oi 
them during the summer, and were having a tuc£ 
time of it in them. By dint of effort, he got put 
the intruders and dressed fb'y meeting. Buf 
while reading the Scriptures, to the congregation,' 
he felt a dagger from .o'fie of the enraged1 small 
waisted fellows, apd jumped around the pulpit, 
slapping hia thighs. But the rtiore he slapped 
and danced, the more.tb&j) alung. The people 
thought him crazy, and were iu commotion as to 
what to do; but he explained the matter by say­
ing, “Brethren, don’t be a'lafmed,; the Word of 
God is in my mouth, but the Devil is in my, 
breeches !” Web,iter always told it i^ith glee, to 
the ministers.—B>ston Cor'.
The “Lords” of Greai Britain.
The roll of the Lords Great Britain shows 
that there are 3d spiritual lords and 427 tempo* 
ral lords, reckoning Lord Auckland among tha 
former as Bishop of Bath and Wells'. The spir­
itual lords are 26 English prelate* and 4 Irish,’ 
the Irish prelates on the roll (MS , session beiny, 
the Archbishop of Dublin and the Bisho/’s of 
Down, Ossory aud Cork. Of the temporal lords,' 
three are of the blood royal—the Prince of Wales 
the Duke of Cumberland (King of Hano.vpr) and' 
the Duke of Cambridge, 'f hen follow 20 dqkes. 
22 marquises, 131 earls, 28 viscounts, and 233’ 
barons., ^ssigping all such peers to the rank 
and title by which they are commonly known’ 
and speaking popularly,' the temporal lords ar^ 
a prince, a king, 27 dukes. 3o marquises,^ I, 
earls, 31 viscounts, and 162 barons'. .The whoE? 
number in the House, -therefore, is 457; a 
eration ego it was not
<M WIDE AWAKES, ATTENTION! WARS AND RUMORS OF WARS’. 1 ta 1'iliove Major Anderson, and to hoid the other THE WAR BEGUN! gthr ^htafrstmtnls._ WAR! WAIt!
All of a sudden the Adcninstration of Wash- PORT SUMTER TO BE PR-OVISIONED !
forts at all hazards.
Dispatches fiotn Montgomery say that Jeff. >
-------------------------- I Davis is considering on the propr ety of goi g to I
P3cSs.eu;i prepared for Do- , Chat leston.
£©sai$©’ President Lincoln says be has positive infer- j Correspondence
,na,H-n lQala,! ttUatk ,s in ct"v
As our brave and brilliant Governor, Mr. 
- “Succedaneum” Dedite .........
____________ !_.____ i State of Ohio “upon a IVa
H3 is a fiekman whom Ttyc tri-id MAKFs rtiEE. i some be will soon issue a
tnan ing all the Wide A'^nkes to Shoulder their 
j long s'lvlts. with r.u ilhASin at iLff- end of'em, and
fii]‘..>l>Ai MORXU.G............. t^SS-M’RlL 15. ISftt-i march tn the South .for i La .n-nvrvlea nf "gcouro-
ghtf'ul
BY L. A It 1* E K.
ITSOf AT V SU6V7O\'. OSSSO:
..........p-'-'B.IL 16, tSfiffi march to the South, for the pcrp>se of “st
' iuig the rebels." Oh, won’t it. be a deli
SPEECH GF HON. A. E. STEVENS.
We direct the attention of our readers to the 
speech of Hon. Alex. H. Stevens, Vice Presi- 
d-ent of the Soutuern Oonfederacv, which -are 
print on the first pago of this week's Banner.
We present to our readers this speech in older 
that they may learn the purposes and prospects 
of the secession leaders. Mr. Stevens we have 
elways looked upon as one of the ablest and 
most .intellectual men in this country. His 
speeches are not full of •‘fire, froth and fury .” 
like those of Toombs. Keitt, Rhett, and other 
Southerners; but are calm, dispassionate, logical 
and philo8o^hdal—in style always pleasing to 
the reader, whether he agrees in the sentiments 
and conclusions of the speaker or not.
There are passages in this speech that will be 
food for thought, even in the North. Mr. Ste­
vens’ allusion to the fact that the Abolitionists, 
although they have always waged a bitter war- 
fare against the adidwricp of Slave States into 
the: Union, notf pretend to be very angry because ' aSlinst Secession ; but before they will consent 
Mme of these Slave S’ates have left "the Uni >t I t0 ftRT th'n? 1'ke coercive measures, they will in. 
■And furthermore, while these Abolitionists are S'st upon the North doing full justice to the South, 
everlastingly denouncing Slave labor, they are removing every cause of complaint. #
now extremely anxious to collect the Revenue in ; -'^r Dennison wishes to convey the idea
the Seceding States, which is the very product of ’^al the people of Ohio we mean the Demo- 
j^(>r i ■ cratic people—are going to volunteer to fight the
Without argreeiug with Mr. Stevens in all his ! Snn,b’ Bt J1’’ command, he will find himself egrr. 
position's, vet at tha Bame time we think it is one ■ giously deceived. They can neither be driven, 
of the very ablest, speeches that we have seen on coaxed or bribed i ito any such business, 
the Secession side uf the question and is in all e 8’ne re'y believe that it is the policy of the
ennison, is about to place the ; ington appears to have awaked from its slumbers, j
footing” we pre- ’ and Old Abe is now "patting his foot down,” as , 'O1‘t 
reclamation, com- if be iutendi-d to ‘‘hurt somebody,’’ Instead of I
evacuati .g Fort Sumter which was announced as | Vfi® 
his purpose for a couple of weeks, it. said that 
Mr. I incoln has now fully determined to provis­
ion and reinforce that Fort, and to adopt n firm
sight to see these nocturnal patriots marching.off and uncompromising policy towards the seceding
to "Dixie’s Land,” to play smash, and break 
things! VVe guess when the roll is called a few 
of the«e interesting young gentlemen will be 
■counted among the missing!
GOVERNOR DENNISON'S PLEDGES.
By a telegraphic despatch from Washington, 
z\prii Srh, we learn that Gov. Dennison of Ohio, 
was then in that city, and bad “pledged the sap 
port of his State io a vigorous policy ; ” and the 
despatch coo eludes by saying that the Governor 
“returns home immediatly to execute hits pledge."
As to what this “vigorous policy” is to be, we 
are left in the dark ; but we presume it is the 
intention of the Administration to make war 
upon the South, or to use the language of Old 
Abe’s Inaugural, “to hold, occupy and possess 
the forts aud collect tho revenue in the Secediug 
States.”
The Democracy of Ohio are for the Union, and
States. Several war vessels have sailed from 
Northern porta within the last few days, “armed 
and equipped” for battle, with soldiers, guns and 
provisions, destined lor various points in the 
South. The country is ripe with rumors of a 
warlike character, and at the present writing on 
Friday evening, it appears as though a collision 
was inevitable.
p give elsewhere in this paper various reporls 
Ly telegraph of the war movements now going 
on: and alihough these reports are in many re­
spects conflicting and unreliable, still enough is 
kuown, to Convince us that our country is on the 
vei ge of a fearful crisis. Before this paper goes 
to press on Monday, it is- quite likely that our 
country’s soil will be crimsoned with fraternal 
blood! Oh, God of Heaven, what a fearful re­
sponsibility will rest upon the fanatics who have 
brought this terrible calamity upon us!
Postscript.
respects worthy of a careful petnsual.
THE LATE ELECTION.
*
leading Republicans to drive all the Southern 
Stales out of the Union ; to reject all proposition 
for compromise; and to force all their abomina- 
1 bio and traitorous heresies upon the unwilling
The Spring ekotiqus ,#i this County were even 1 people of the country. North and South.
raojp favorable to the Democracy than we had 
supposed ; and we may now consider the county 
as fully redeemed. All our friends have to dois 
thoroughly organize themselves in every town­
ship, between this Rnd the October election, and 
we will then sweep the Abclition disuniotdsts 
from power. “ like a shot.”
Wayne township heretofore'dias been the strong 
hold of Black Republicanism in Knox county; 
but every year, through the efforts of such nf&i 
as D. C. Bea- h, A. B. Ink, A. Kellar. L. D. Ran­
kin, S. S. Tuttle, Dr. Potter. J. D. Bartlett, and 
others, it has been gradually throwing off the 
ehack,ea'of Abolition, and preparing to’ take itg 
stand in the ranks of the ever glorious Democ­
racy. At »’r,e late election, notwithstanding party 
lines were effectually drawn, the Democracy 
elected D. C. Beach Treasurer, by a majority of 
12; A. Kefoar Assessor, by a majority of Bi­
and George Weaver Trustee, by a majority ol 3. 
A. B. Ink came within 3 votes of being elected 
Mayor of Fredericktown ; and if ’.he least iffo'it 
had been made ho could have beaten his oppo­
nent easily.
In Betliu Township, where the Republican 
majority is usually upwards of 30, that whole- 
souled Democrat Joseph Love was elected As­
sessor by a majority of 32 ; and in Morris town­
ship, where the Republicans heretofore have 
rolled up some 50 to 60 majority, the Democrats 
elected Jos. Coulter Assessor by some 20 major­
ity. We believe Clinton is the only township in 
the county where the Republicans have mane a 
clean thing ot it; and even here the sc?ptre is 
rapidly departing from them.
Since the above was written and in type we 
have received intelligence that the war has com­
menced in earnest. Fort Moultrie began the 
fire upon Fort Sumter on Friday. The secession 
batteries immediately opened all around. Major 
Andersou replied in gallant style, and the fire 
was to have been kept up during Friday night.— 
On Saturday hot work was expected. It is re> 
ported that a breach in the walls of Sumter has 
beeu made, and two of the guns silenced. Sev* 
aral government War Vessels were outside the 
haibor, ready to re-inforte Sumter, at evere haz­
ard-
------ ,------- ---------------------
Virginia Convention for Peace.
Ricumoni) April 10.
In the Convention the following resolution was 
fidopted
Resolved, That Virginia will await a reason1 
ahle time to answer her propositions, but it is an 
indispensible condition that a pacific policy bd 
udopied towards the seceded States, that no a:
Executing the Fugitive Slavs Law in
tt fo- Chicago. , ,
Old .Abe’s recently appointed U. S. Matahal 
for the Northern District of Illinois, Mr. Jones, 
is having a nice time in executing the Fugitive 
Slave law in that City,— hunting up negroes, and 
delivering them ovqr to their owners. He is doing 
the business up brown—in all respects surpassing ! tempt be made to subject them to federal author-
in vigilance, his Democratic predecessor! j llV> liOr reuifotce lorts or recapture torts, arsen­
als or other property, or exact payment of dutieswent into houses after night., and caught the 
black birds in their cages; and where resistance 
wps offered, he presented a brace of loaded, re 
volvers at the breasts of the fugitives. Five were 
captured at a single haul, and were, hurried off 
on a special train, to “do land ol the cotton and 
da cane.”
The result of these summary proceedings has 
been tn produce a wonderful stamped" ainohgst 
the COiQrrd population of Chicago—no less than 
two hnndri d of tin m having cleared cut in a 
single day to, Canada!
The Chicago Post states that an Association, 
numbering some 600 persons, embracing men 
of all political opinions, except Abolitionists, 
has been organized in that city, the object of 
which is to stand by the U. S. Marshal, in the 
thorough and rigid enforcement of the Fugitive 
Slave Law.
and that all forts iu the seceded States ought to 
be evacuated.
The extreme Unionists in the Convention -say 
they are not to be moved by telegraph dispatches, 
and indktate that they will stand by the Govern­
ment: if the steamers are attacked. The couser 
vaitves entertain different sentiments. The Con­
vention amended the thirteenth resolution aud 
passed it. It is as follows :
In the opinion of this Convention the people 
of Virginia w ill regard any action of the Federal 
Government or of the Confederate States tending 
to produce a collision flf forces pending the efforts 
to effect an adjustment of existing difficulties, as 
unwise: and injurious to the interests of both, and 
they would regard any such action on the part 
of either as leaving them free to determine their 
own future policy.
Convention adjourned.
The Rebels Fire the First Shot!
Washington Militia Culled Out!!
Great Excitement at Charleston!
CONFEDERATE STAILS CALLING OUT 
TROOPS!
A Possible Chance m the Cabinet.
A Washington correspondent, of the N. Y. 
World writes: “Many Ohions and Pennsylvani­
ans sre freely speculating on a change in the 
Cabinet. They urge Secretary Chase for the 
vacancw on the Supreme Bench created by the 
death of Judge McLean, the transfer of Gen. 
Cameron to the Treasury Department, and the 
appointment of Hon. Robert C. Schenck of Ohio 
to the War Department."
Cannot a few more offices and honors be heap-
Speech cf Hod. John C. Breckinridge.
Hon. John C. Breckiuring", late Vice Presi 
dent of the United States, delivered an important 
speech, in the Hall of the House of Representa­
tives. at Frankfort-, Ky., cn the 2d inst., which I ed Upon Mr. Chase? Couldn’t Old Ab« in'some 
we find published at length in the Cincinnati 
Enquirer. Mr. B. is in favor of tr.e Border 
State Compromise. He proposes that Kentucky 
shall offer the Crittenden Compromise to the 
North as an ultimatum, and if it is not accepted.
way or other resign the Presidency into Mr. 
Chase's hands?
Underground Railroad Operations.
A despatch from Chicago, April 8th says:— 
106 fugitive slaves left this city last night for 
then Secession is to ba adopted His speed) Is i Canvia Mich:?an Southeril rnH,]. h esti. 
very able, clear and argum. .-alive, and we sb-. I mt#d Qver 1Q()() f itivea have arrived in
endeavor next week to make room for it in the 
columns'of the Banner,
THE NEXT THING.
The Black Republicans having dissolved the 
Union by their abuse and wrongs against the 
South, and fbttr traitorous- and sectional pro 
readings generally, are uow having a delightful 
little controversy amongst themselves in regard 
r> a rotacval of the seat of Government from 
Washington to some Northern City. A Phila­
delphia paper proposes tl at the govern t^nt of 
the Abolition States eball be located in that cit’; 
-r Columbus paper advocates the claims and ad- 
»untages cf that place; while the Abolition or- 
gTA at Clerelar.d asserts that the Forest City. 
• with its magnificent avenues of forest trees, its 
constant breeze with which to cool the temper 
of fiery C> ngres&men,”■&<»., would be the very 
place for the seat of Government. •
It u evident that the Black Republicans desire 
a perron rent dibsclution of the Union, or else 
they wou'd not at this early day be talking about 
changing the location of the Federal Govern­
ment. We suppose when Canada is “annexed” 
lo the Abolition States, Montreal, Quebec, Tor­
onto av-.d other places in the kingdom of runa­
way nvfiroea, wii! sot up their claims for the seat 
of Go»ernmeut. Go on, gentlemenl
thia city since last fall, most of whom have left 
since the recent arrest of five by the U. S. mar­
shal.” i •* y,r,,jt? coBavo
When ihe Black Republicans annex the 
Northern States to Canada, we wifi have these 
runawnv negroes amongst us, and as they will 
all tbeu: be “free white citizens of dese United 
States,” we would not be surprised to hear ol 
one of them aspiring to be successor of Massa 
Abe Lincoln!
ANOTHER SCARE.
The Blaik Republican letter writers from 
Washington assert most positively that secret ar- 
rangeOuBSUs are new in progress in Virginia, un­
der the management of Ben- McCullough, the 
object of which is to conceutraVe au immense 
army in Washington, seize upon the public build 
jugs and other Government property, drive the 
present Administration from power, and then 
make Washington the seat of Government of the 
Southtrir Confederacy! We presume it was this 
story that frightened Mr. Curtain the Republi­
can Governor of Penu.**s lvan*a» while in \» ashing 
ton last week, and induced h>i® 1° send a Mes- 
snge to the Legislature, asking appropriation 
of $590,000 for the purchase .of munitions ol 
war. We think it likely that “Scotch plaids and 
long military cloaks” will be in demand in Wash­
ington before long!
Another Democratic Triumph.
At the election, iu Hartford, Connecticut, on
Monday last, April 8th. the entire Democratic 
ticket was elected by 500 majority. Thus the 
ball rolls on, that i9 to crush out every vestige of 
Black Republicauisua.
The Public Works.
Messrs. A. G. Conotier, John O'Farrell, John 
F. Bartlett and Thomas Sparrow, sent in a pro­
position to the LegRlature of Ohio, on the 11th 
inst. to lease the Public Works of the State, and 
pay therefor ihe sum of $25 000 per annum, in 
semi-annual payments. Gideon Vandemark has 
since put in a bid, proposition to give $35,000 
per year, and $100,000 security. We think there 
is now a chance of the State deriving a revenue 
from these works, instead of being taxed to keep 
them in repair.
Words Fitly Spoken.
The Newark Advoeutg says: The telegraphic 
dispatches of the last ten days, show that the 
Black-Republican Governors of Maine. Pennsyl­
vania, Ohio, and Indiana, have all been at Wash­
ington encouraging “Oil Abo” to pursue a pol. 
icy that will involve the country in civil war.— 
When they get their wish accomplished, these 
ambitious office-bolding demagogues will be 
among the very fast to go within gunshot of the 
enemy. They may cut a splash on parade day, 
and issue plenty of “general orders,” but when 
the actual fighting is on hand, they will leave 
that to be doue by men who get $11 per month.
The Thing Accounted For.
The Black Republicans attribute their over­
whelming defeat at the. recent Spring elections’ 
to the fact that so many of their friends were at 
Washington, begging an! boring for office.— 
•*drov.” Greiner of the Columbus Gazette says: 
„Iu a late pilgrimage to Washington city, we 
met a sufficient number of Republicans iu pur­
suit of office, crowding the hotels and various 
Departmeuts, to have turned the scale in favor 
of the administration in every city and township 
in the State. Tho rank and file were left to do 
the fighting, while the leaders were looking af­
ter the spoils. A party controlled by such lead­
ers should never grumble at being vanquished.”
-------- --- ------------------
g>gp- Gov. Curtin of Pennsylvania, rccom-
Re districiing the Sta’e for Members of 
Congress.
The Republican members of our Legislntuie 
have hatched out half a dozen schemes for Re- 
districting the State for members of Congress, 
most of which have been infamous gerrymanders, 
gotten up exclusively for the purpose of benefit­
ing the Black Republican party. The latest 
scheme is as follows, which was reported on Tues­
day last:
1 and 2. Hamilton and Butler.
3. Montgomerv, Preble, Darke, and Miami.
4. Auglaize. Hardin, Mercer, Van Wert, Al­
len, Hancock, Putnam, Paulding, Henry, aud 
Denfiance.
5. Williams, Fulton, Lucas, Ottowa, Wood, 
Sandusky, and Seneca.
6- Warren, Clinton, Fayette, and Highland.
7. Green, Clarke, Madison, Logan, and 
Shelby.
8. Brown, Adams, Scioto, Pike, and Ross.
9. Franklin, Pickaway, Fairfield, and Perry.
10. Uuiou, Delaware, Licking, Kuox, and 
Morrow.
11. Marion, Wyandot, Crawford, Richland, 
Huron, and Erie.
12. Lawrence,Gallia, Jackson,Meigs, Vinton, 
and Hocking.
13. Athens, Washington, Morgan, Noble, and 
Muskingum.
14. Guerns»y, Coshocton, Tuscarawas, Car> 
roll, aud Stark.
15. Monroe, Belmont, Harrison, Jefferson, 
and Columbiana.
16. Holmes, Ashland, Wayne, Medina, and 
Lorain.
17- Cuyahoga, Summit, and Portage.
18. Lake, Geauga, Ashtabula, Trumbull, and 
Mahoning.
The tenth district, in which Knox country is 
located, according to the vote on the CongreS' 
sional ticket last year, has a Republican major­
ity of 1430, as will be seen by the following fig1 
ores :
Union................ ............  1531 1104
Delaware......... ........... 2451 1761
M on roe.............. ...........  2186 1946
Knox ................. ............  2792 2559
Licking........... .......... 3608 3769
12569 11139
Republican msjorifv 1 430.
Step the Lie.
The blood-hound press, as an offset to the loss 
of two Republican members of Congress to 
Coniiecticul. have bee.n telling the pub­
lic. that the Republican State ticket was elected 
by an increased majority. This brazen lie is 
without excuse. Lincoln’s majority in Novem­
ber last, was upwards of 10,000. Buckingham’s 
majority for Governor at this election, is but lit’ 
tie over two thousand.—"Newark Advocate.
The Latest Snake Story.
Tho correspondent of the N. Y. Herald says: 
On emptying two bags from Florida at tho Dead 
Letter Office, cn Saturday, two copper-head 
soakes emerged, which were killed after an ex­
citing scramble.
We presume the only snakes in the case were 
in the boots of Old Abe’s clerks.
Still Another Democratic Victory.
At the charter election in the City ot Albany, 
on the 9 h, the entire Democratic ticket tri 
umphtd by 1600 majority, “Now, by St. Paul 
the work goes bravely on!”
The Legislature of Ohio, like a wounded 
snake, is still “dragging its weary length along.’ 
It is the greatest nuisance that ever affected the 
people of Ohio.
The Kansas Legislature has elected the
mends to the Legislature, tha appropriation of | notorious scamp, Jina Lane and “Gen.” Poma
$500,000. roy U. S. Senator.
New Yuns, April 10.
An editorial in the Tribune states positively 
that the principal object ot the expedition which 
sailed hence with n the last tour days is Fort 
Sumter. About 2,000 men will arrive off Char­
leston to-night or to-moi'rjw, under command 
of Lieut. Col. Harvy Brown, of the 2d Artillery.
A small steamer will h® sent iu with supplies 
and if repelled, the Tribune says, the rebels will 
be taught, without unnecessary delay, that there 
is still a power in the United States and that 
this power can tot and will not be insulted with 
impui'ity.
The Washington correspondent of tho Times 
is entirely satisfied that the Bailio has gone to 
Sumter, where she will land supplies iu small 
boats.
Lieut. A. S. Baldwin is ordered to command 
the steamer Wyandotte, in place of Berryman 
deceased, aud goes out iu the Water Witch to 
Pensacola.
The Tribune correrpondent says dispatches 
have been received from Lieut. Slemmer at Fori 
Pickens, explaining that the reason why the 
tro >ps were uot lauded from the Brooklyn was 
that he had already sufficient to hold the Fori 
against any army t"be rebels could bring against 
him. He has provisions for four months. He 
add3 that the troops can be lauded at any time, 
if needed.
Gen. Sumner has gone to supercede General 
Johnson as commander of tho Pacific division of 
the army.
There is a report that Jeff Davis has tele­
graphed to Charleston not to fire on any vessels 
entering the harbor for the purpose of supplying 
Fort Sumter with provisions.
W/sHiNGTox, April 10.
Ten Companies, comprising about one quar­
ter of the volunteer militia of the District of 
Columbia, are mustering to day for inspection, 
the order having been issued from the Govern­
ment headquarters last night. Several days ago 
the company officers were directed to immedi­
ately report the number of effective men. This 
unexpected movement has given rise to many 
surmises, especially as remoras prevail, believed 
to be correct, that these ten companies are to be 
drafted into immediate sei vice. Much excite­
ment everywhere exists heightened in a great 
dygree by bogus dispatches, professedly from 
Charleston, of a stirring battle in the vicinity of 
Fort Suntter.
There is no doubt that the military movements 
here in progress are connected with precatiiiofUK 
ty measures for the defense, of tbe.capital front 
an i.pprehended attack from the South.
The Federal forces are to be strengthened 
this week by at least au additional artillery com­
pany.
The South Carolina mails will be stopped up1 
on the first sign of hostility to the fleet of relief.
A special to the Herald under date of New 
Orleans, April 9, says :
The Cabinet at Mont«?omery has called on 
each of the Confederate States for 3009 troops, 
except Florida, which is. required to furnish 1500. 
The Commissioners to Washington have an­
nounced their design to return immediately.
A special dispatch to the Commercial says 
that the President has ordered two of the most 
efficient volunteer compau.es into service.— 
Guards are to be_detailed from them to protect 
the public buildings.
Richmond, April 9.
Mr. Wise off-red the following: That the 
people of Virginia consent to the recognition 
and independence of the seceded States ; that 
they be treated as an independent power, and 
that proper laws be passed to effect their separ­
ation. The resolution was adopted —128 tu 20.
Mroxtoomeuy, April 9.
President If.ivis made a requisition on the 
Goyernor of Alabama for 3000 troops. 1800 
Mississipians arrived at Pensacola o^. the 7th.
Charleston, April 9.
It 13 estimated that no less than 5000 troops 
are stationed on Morris and Sullivan's Island.
A special to the Ueraid of this evening's date 
from Charleston says Li-ut. Talbot was detained j 
at Florence and lost 12 hours. Permission was; 
refused for a provision ship to enter the port,—- j 
Martial law was expected to be proclaimed.— ! 
The Commissioners have telegraphed from Wash- 
ing on to Gov. Pickens that war is inevitable.
Charleston, April 10.
A battle is hourly expected. Fort Sumter 
will be attacked without waiting for the AbolL 
lien fleet.
Washington, April 10.
The following is the substance of a special to 
the Evening Post:
It is now certain that the Government has ful­
ly determined to reinforce Major Anderson’s com­
mand at all hazards. I learn upon competent 
authority, that the plan adopted for the relief of 
Fort Sumter is substantially us follows :
Iu case of necessity, supplies are lo be thrown 
into Sumter by means of a number of small 
boats, which, presenting smaller and more scat­
tered marks for the canuon of the rebels, will per­
haps prevent unnecessary bloodshed. The Gov­
ernment has chartered a number of schooners 
and other craft, which have been filled with sand­
bags; that these form part of the Charleston ex­
pedition, appears probable, from the fact that 
the charter does uot bind them to go further 
south than Savannah. These seboouers, filled 
with sauu-bags, will sail in, i-earing boats on the 
side towards Fort Sumter. These boats will of 
course be entirely protected from the guns of 
the rebels by the wall-like sides aud solid .con­
tents of the 1 rger vessels. This plan will be 
adopted only iu the event that the Cbarlestoni1 
ana fire upon the small steamers loaded with 
provisions that, are first sent iu. In that case, 
of course the Fort will receive not only provis­
ions, but men; aud the plan above detailed is 
is an admirable one by which "to. throw aoy re» 
quisite force into the Fort,'wifh’out any proba. 
biiity of serious- loss. The men-bf-wAv an: ta 
steam in, and hoid themselves in readtaess to 
check any. attempt to intercept the boats by aim­
ed vessels, as, well as to keep the neighborhood 
of Sumter as clear as possible from assaulting 
parties, who can be easily dealt with by shells 
from the steamers, thus leaving Major Anderson 
and his men at leisure lo receive reinforcements, 
and if ueed be deal with Forts Moultrie aud 
Johnson, which he can silence without much loss 
of time. The plan has been thoroughly consid­
ered, and as all the leaders are. men of skill and 
courage, success is certain, without much if any 
loss of life. It is quite possible unforeseen con­
tingencies may change the program, but it is 
certain the plan above detailed has received 
commendation in high quarters.
New York, April 11.
A Times dispatch from Washington says it 
it unders ool on good authority that the Govern, 
meat aud Maj Anderson will demand explana­
tion from Gov. Pickens of refusal to allow Lieut. 
Talbot to return to Fort Sumter. South Caroli 
na will be held responsible, as it is not the inteu 
tion of the President to treat with Jeff. Davit of 
the Confederacy officially.
The Southern Comm ssioners leave to* morrow 
morning for the South.
A dispatch to the Tribune says: 3000 or 
4000 men are known to be enrolled at Balti­
more, ready for any desperate design which may 
promise reward. Measures have been taken to 
break up this pernicious organization.
The Heraid’s Washington dispatch says that 
the President told a visitor to-day that decisive 
events need not be looked for until the last day 
of this week. He remarked, “We shall then see 
whether they dare to fire upon an unarmed ves 
8>1 ladeo with provisions for our starving soldiers. 
He expressed but little hope of the preservation 
of peace; but evinced a decided determination
tei-nplation. lie has communicated this iiifor 
motion to the several Governors of tho Northern 1 
States. It is understood that he desires them to . 
call out the militia aud hold them in readiness 
at a moment's warning. It is understood that 1 
Gov. Curtin will call out the. Pennsylvania vol. 
untecr3 on the least sign of danger for the occu­
pation of the Capital.
A leading Ohio Democrat sends to the Presi 
dent a dispatch as follows : We are for you to 
the death, if you will hold Fort Sumter. The 
necessity of holding k is absolute.
Minister Corwin leaves iu the Cahawba for 
Havana to day, en route to Mexico.
I'he steamship Coutzacoalcos arrived to day. 
She landed two companies of infantry at Key 
West and he'd to go to Havana for water. Over 
400 troops were brought here. The troops still 
in Texas, 1000 in number, are in excellent 
health with abundance of provisions and.means 
of transportation. Some of them have to march 
700 miles to reach the coast.
A special dispatch to the Post from Washing­
ton seyst A dispatch trotn Charleston, dated
£Se?ween Monf- 
goiinitry War itJi'jia!Ant^nt and 
<ien. Reiiiis tgardc!
MAJ. ANDERSON’S REPLY TO THE DE­
MAND TO SURRENDER!
Fire Opened on Sumter from Several 
Points.
SUMTER REPLIES! 
Reported Rreak in her Walls! 
HARRIET LANE FIRED INTO!
noon to-day, says: All is quiet, but troops are 
prepared for immediate service. Two compa­
nies of Virginia troops left Richmond last even­
ing for Charleston. • It is supposed they goto 
reinforce Gen. Beauregard’s command.
Before leaving Washington the Confederate 
Commissioners sent to Secretary Seward will de­
mand a reply to the positions assumed iu bis an­
swers to their demands,
A Havana letter of the 5th to lha Express 
says the annexation of Dominica to bpain is ful 
ly confirmed. The army to sustain the mi 
ment consists of 7,000 men and four Spanish 
steam frigates. The whole matter only awaits 
the Queen's ratification, President Santa Ana of 
Domintca having formally proclaimed her.
The Commissioners of the Confederate States 
for Europe would leave Havana on the 6th on 
the British steamer to Southampton.
The Post ears it is reported that the agents of 
the Confederate States received the cold should, 
er in unmistakeable terms by several of our lar­
gest capitalists iu the matter of the loan of the 
seceded Slates.
The Commereial says that the rep rt that Jeff. 
Davis had telegraphed to Charleston not to fire 
on vessels carrying mere supplies to Sumter is 
confirmed by a dispatch from Charleston to a 
shipping bouse here.
A special dispatch to the Po3t from Washing­
ton Say's: Tha PraS’.Jeut still hopes for paacq, 
although he apprehends the occurrence.of a cofo 
at Charleston any moment. He declared 
this morning, however, that he thought no deci­
sive event tvould take place till Saturday*
' ,W------------- ' «*»**'—————- ' J.
War Mei sage of the Governor of Penn 
sylvania.
IIakrishurgh, Pa., April 9.
Goy. Curtin States that he has received a le - 
ter from President Lincoln, stating that he the 
President hs.s information of a design to attack 
the city of Washington.
Gov. Curtin sent- a special message to-day cal 
ling attention to the m ili'ary organiz ition of the 
State, and recommending the Legislature to 
make immediate provision jlbr the removal ot 
the defects now existing, by establishing a mili­
tary bureau at the Capital, by modifying the 
militia laws and by making a proper distribution 
of arms, <fcc. He calls attention to the serious 
jealousies and divisions distracting the public 
inind, and the military organizUinus of a for­
midable character seemingly uot demanded by 
an existing public exigency, in certain States.— 
He adds: Pennsylvania off r< no counsel and 
takes no action in the nature of a menace, but 
des res peace, and to effjet the preserve i »n of 
the personal and political rights of citiz-ns, the 
true sovereignty of the Stales, and the suprema­
cy of law and order. Animated by these semi, 
tuenls. and inulging the earnest hope of a spee­
dy restoration of harmonious and friendly rela­
tions. I commit the grave subject to your delib­
eration.
The message was referred to a joint select 
committee, to report by bill.
Three War Vessels off the Harbor!
VQWxVTUERS I*O*IR1WG SXTO 
Cli tRfoFSTOA !
Fight to Coutiiaue -tli ATglit
Charleston, April 11.
To L P. Walker, Secretary of War, Motgotn- 
ery — Maj. Anderson replies, I have the honor to 
acknowledge the receipt of your communication 
demanding tho evacuation of this fort, and I sav­
in reply thereto, that it is a demand which I re­
gret that my sense of honor and my obligations 
to my Government, prevent my compliance. He 
adds: Probably I will await tbo first shot and if 
you do not batter cs to pieces, we will be starved 
out in a few days. Answer.
(Sigued.) G. J. BEAUREGARD.
[No 9.J
Montgomery, April 11.
General Beauregard, Charleston :—We do not 
desire needlessly to bombard Fort Sumter if Maj. 
move- Anderson will state the time at which, as indi­
cated by him, he will evacuate, and agree that in 
tho meantime he will not U8e hisj guns against 
us unless ours should be employed against Fort 
Sumter. You are thus to avoid the effusion of 
blood. If this or its equivalent be refused, re 
duce the fort as your judgment decides.
[Signed,] L. P. WALKER,
Secretary of War.
[No. IP.]
Chari,eston. April 12.
L. P. Walker, Secretary of War, Montgomer 
He would not cousent. 1 wrote to-day.
Charleston, March 12. 
The ball is opened. War is inaugurated.— 
The batteries ot Sullivau's Island, Morris’j elai.d 
and other points were opened on Fort Sumter at 
lour o'clock this morning. Fort Sumter lias 
returned the fire and a brisk cannonading ha? 
beeii kept up. No information Las been receiv­
ed trow the seaboard yet. The military are un­
der arms aid the whole of our population are on 
the streets and every available spafe 1‘acjng the 
harbor is lilted with anxious spectator-
The Herald special correspondent say’s: Moul 
trie began the bouibaidmenl with two gutis, to 
width Anderson replied with three shots from 
his barbette guns, after which the batteries at 
Mouut Pleasant, Cunning’s i'oiiit and floating 
battery opened a brisk fire firs of shot and shell. 
Anderson replied only ui lo..g intervals until be­
tween seven and eight o’clock, when he Opened 
from 2 tiers of guns looking toward Moulirn 
and Steven's battery, but at three o’clock failed 
to produce serious effect.
Duiing the greater part of the day, Anderson 
directed his shots principally against Moultrie, 
the Steven's and floating batteries, and Fori 
Johiijou, ttiey being the only ones ope ating 
agamsi him. Fif.eeu or eighteen shots struck 
the dialing battery without effect.
B.eec-he.-, to all appearance, are being made 
in toe sides of Sumter exposed io the fire. Pot- 
tiousof the parapet were destroyed aud several 
guns siioi away.
The fighi will continue all night.
The fort will probaby be cat’r ed by storm.
It is reported that the Harriet Lane received 
a shot through her wheel house. She is in thc 
olling. No other government ships are iu sigh' 
Tne troops are pouring into the city by thou­
sands,
i he firing has continued all day without inter­
mission. Two of Fort Sumter’s gun- have been 
silenced, and it is reporleu that u bleach has 
beeu made in the south-east wall.
! The answer to General Beauregaid s demand 
i by Major Anderson was, that he would surrender 
! wceu his supplies were exhausted, that is, il he 
! was not rc-iuf .'reed.
j N--t a casualty has yet happeued to any of the 
I ft rces.
| Uf the nineteen butteries in p'-eition only sev 
;i have opened fire on Fort Sumtc-r; iht remr-iu
CIS11 I'lilCES Fill! DRY GOODS!
«-. I. B1I.DWLV & CO.
H AVE taken .'Iilvantttire ,of the pressure in the Money Market, to buy for Cash, an immense
"k " spring GOODS !
And in order to give tho benefit of thoso purchase* 
to Cash Custom»rs. have nr.de• lower PRICES !
Than ever before know in this City. The
DRESS G ODS DEPARTMENT!
Ig slocked with a splendid assortment of every 
novel design and stylo, from the very best Prints 
ever offered at
SIX PENCE AND EIGHT CENTS,
To most elogant fabrics in_____
SILK GOODS,
WORTH FOUR DOLLARS PER YARD.
Particular attention'is fu.iiciSed to our stock of 
SPRING
CLOAKS, MANTILLAS AND SHAWLS.
In no stock will the difference-ivetween
Cash and Credit Pricesr
Be tno’re eviderit-tbart in
cl
AND LINEN GOODS 
Of all kinds, w;hicli wo offer at large discounts from 
prices usually asked.
Richardson's Irish Linens, 25 cents, upwards. 
Lineu Datnaik Napkins, 50 cents dofc , upwards. 
And others in proportion. Wo also offer raro bar­
gains in
COTTONS—BLEACHED AND BROWN : 
The bo»t ever exhibited at.......................... .Six Fence,
“ “ at......................... Sight Cents,
“ “ at......................... ..Ten Cents,
“ “ at.......One Shilling, (extra.}EMBROIDEOS AND LACES
Prom Coarrc to the Finest goods imported.
Hosiery, Gloves and Gauntlets,
A look at them will convinco the most credulous of 
their intrinsic cheapness. -
BALMORAL AND HOOPED SKIRTS! 
BONNET RIBBONS,
DRESS TRIM1V1INGS,
CLOAK TRIMMINGS,
MANTILLATRIMMINGS.
450 Parasols, from 25 cts- upwards.
CLOTH DEPARTMENT.
100 Pieces LADIES’ CLOTH, comprising every 
rihade and quality.
CLOTHS, CASSfMERRS AND VESTINGS, for 
Men and Boys wear, at Cash Prices, in fact in every 
depart ment,
CASH BUYERS 
of Dry Goods will find unparalleled inducements. 
Our prices are .all murked in PLAIN FIGURES
VO DEVIATION HADE FROM ONE PRICE ! 
•OO T NIA1GTVH 'I a
'0111(3 GXVT3AHT3
liopd ’ki.is orc
April 16, 1801
The Cause of the Present War Move­
ment.
The Washington correspondenf of the New 
York Herald writes that, after having canvassed 
ihe Federal Capital, and conversed with all tnati-
uerof men, be is enabled to present the follow-.
ing as the reasons assigned by the knowing ones | derP&rS V® «xP*eled/^t.
...... , I 1 wo thousand men reacheuihiseiiyihistuorn-
for the belligerent attitude so unexpectedly as-; il)g) aod embarked for Morns Island and the 
suroed by Oid Abe’s Government, and the in 1 neighborhood;
domitable sectecy maintained with regard to the 1 LATER.
movements of troops: 1 . Charleston, April 12.
j 1‘iring ceased for the night. It will be rt-
- Th°re8.ult °f lb® m“nlc,Pal electl0us ; newed early in the morning. Ample arrange-
in St. Louis, Cin.citinati, and other parts of the u,eut.s are made to prevent reinforcement ot 
West, and iu New York; and the loss of two j 3u)nIt,r tonight
Congressmen in Connecticut, and two in Rhode j A special despatch to the Herald says two
Island.
Second. The efforts of some of the Western 
politicians to infuse backbone into Lincoln, so 
as to satisfy the Northwest that the government 
is determined to secure to them forever the free 
navigation of the Mississippi, which they are 
afraid of losing.
Third. The fear of their being compelled to 
repeal the Morriil tariff in consequence of the 
importation of foreign goods being made through 
the South under the low tariff of the Southern 
Confederacy, and the consequent loss to the par­
ty of New England and Pennsylvania in the to­
tal annihilation of the principle of protection.
Contemplated Seizure of the Federal Cap­
ital.
The following is an extract of a letter re­
ceived in New York'from a gentleman of high 
position in Washington. It is dated on the 2d 
instaut;
The possession of the seat of Government by 
the Southern Confederacy is an event inost cou 
tidentlv predicted to take jdace within sixty days. 
The;wife of a United States Senator fffid me*an 
anecdote, iib sfriativa of tin pi.tposesfof the Pres- 
tdchl of the'Sdii’bvrn Confederacy.' He holds a 
very eilgibfo ne-.v in the R:V. Mr. Mali's cEtireh, 
a'bd a'Baflyf xfrish’njtfj H? -obtajii ft^'w*rote to' bifo 
thftt she would 'give what he gave for it. Fie T«j- 
plied “that, so far from T.- g my this)
pew, I have ordered au engravi d plate to be af­
fixed »o it bearing my iwitije." A lady, just from 
Montgomery, in taking leave a,f Mis. Davis, 
asked: “And What message must I bear from 
you to your lady friends in Washington ? ” She 
replied, “Tell them I shall be happy to receive 
their calls at the White House some two months 
hence.”
Fort Pickens
Washington, April 7, 1861.
An erroueous impression seems to prevail as 
to the condition of Fort Picken.-. The highest 
military authorities here deny that there is any 
real danger. They claim that the revolutionary 
forces cannot possibly prevent a ready and con 
tinued supply of the post with men, ammunition 
and provisions, by meumf-war. The nearest 
batteries of the besiegers are over one and a 
quarter miles from the fort, and hence cau hardly 
do it any harm at all.
It is not known that much nF the exaggeration 
of the Executive policy is due to the constant 
appliances brought to (tear upon the President 
by a few Western Gougre-sstnen. By nailing on 
him, and arguing, remonstrating aud entreating, 
day after day for weeks, they finally suceeded in 
producing an impression. I heir efforts are 
supposed to have been made under the direc­
tion of Postmaster General Blair,—N. Y. Her­
ald. _
Tho Five Million Treasury notes have 
been taken by New York capitalists a shade 
above par. This is regarded as indicating a pa­
cific policy,
inAAC A. ISAACS,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
SS.A:W < It ©
FUR MEN AND BUYS’ WEAR.
Importer and Jobber <i' Cloths, Csssiraores, A e>t- 
iugs, Tailors’ Triultn'ings and Furnishing Goods.— 
Also, side agent for the silla of
lingers Celebrated Sewing Machines 
ami Storr’s Antomatou, Pressman, aud dealor ia 
Sewing Machine Needles. Twist. Threads «fcc. 
ISAAC A. ISAACS UNION HALL, 
Corner of Superior and Union Stroets, Cievelaud, 
Qhio. _ _______________ Aoril Id.
. Cnri><*ts*
IF y<>n want a good cheap Carpet be sure and go t >WARNER MILLER’S. He has the 1 irgest, hast an ■ /meanest Stock in Town. • npr. Ifi.
vvuit raiter.
'ITT’ARNER MILLER has a largo and hnautiful ▼ V lot of Wall Paper, and certainty very cheap.
He nlj-o has Window Paper, Oil Shades, if-n. npr 16.
men are wounded on Sulfivati’s Island, and ai best Merrimack Calico and American Prints
i I arenumber struck by spent pr< jectiles.
The ships are visible in the offing, and it is 
believed an attempt will be made to night to re­
inforce Sumter.
From the regularity of firiug it is thought 
Maj. Anderson has a larger force than supposed. 
Rained to day.
Charleston. April 12.
Bombardment continues lrom the floating, 
Stevens and other batteries. Sumter continues 
returning the fire. It is reported that three war 
vessels are uow on the bar.
Danger of Arizona Seceding.
Arizona lias been for siiicetime askfog for a 
territorial govern ment. Its mining interests are 
important, and it must very sobn have a popula­
tion which will justify a compliance with the ur 
gent siflieitatfoiis of the enterprising inen who 
are ntnv engaged in the developement of its hid­
den wealth. The necessity (or a territorial gov 
eminent will probably be very soon practically 
demonstrated. The. Southern Confi dt racy cov- 
ct it: uudS's several hundred of its ten or twelve 
'thofisa!<dr motley inhabitant^ are off shots from 
the Gulf States, Waiting for “sofoetlrng to turn 
hj»” 'iu't.hetr line vie re '1st. fioMe&ht vh;G »n at 
te.m nade to sectirn possession of it. —
Indeed, the latest news is that emissaries from 
Texas are already there, negotiating aud plot 
ting for its acquisition. The authorities Qf New 
Mexico, who have nominal jurisdiction over it, 
are separa’ed from the Me&sslfa Valley—where 
the population is mostly concentrated — by al­
most impassable deserts. But even if they were 
within hailing distance, it is questionable wheth­
er the would interpose to prev^it the rebels front 
taking possession. Arizona is therefore just 
now iu imminent danger of passing away fn.m 
tho jurisdiction of the United States Ihe peo­
ple, displeased with the neglect of the general 
Government, are likely to be caught in the trap 
spread for them.
jj^*If the Republican Leaders had agreed to 
the adoption of the Crittenden Compromise two 
months ago, the Union could have been saved, 
and civil war avoided. But uo—they scorned 
anything like Compromise, unless based upon 
th»-ir darling Chicago platform. Tho unprinci­
pled leaders nf the Republican party will be held 
responsible for the calamities that uow uffTct the 
country.
i  only 10 ots. a yard at 
April Ifi. WARNER MrLLRR'
Administrator’s Sale of iieal Estate.
Jatrms McCainent, Administrator, <tc., vs. Jemima
Darling, and others. In Probate Court. Admin­
istrator’s Sale of Real Estate,
jVf OTICE is hereby given that on the 18th day of 
May, 1861, between- the hours of 10 o’clock
A. M. and 4 qfolock P. M. at door of tbo Court-house 
Mt. Vernon, U. will be sold to the highest biddertho 
the following real estate, as tho property of Patrick. 
M. Darling, deceased, to-wit: Situate in the County 
of Knox, in Section 1, Township 6, of Range 40, of 
Military lands in said county, estimated lo contain 
262| acres and bounded as (pllows : Beginning 78 
lmds from tlie North line of said Section 1, and 70 
80-100 rods E. from tho IV. boundaryof said Section 
1, at the N. W. corner of the tract of land of which 
the said Patrick M. Darling in his life time and IVm. 
Darling were co-tenants, in the centre of Owl Creek; 
thencu E. 48° E with the meandorings of said creek 
70 rods; thence N. 6G° E. with the meandering* of 
said creek 8 52-100 rods; thence S, 71° E. with the 
meandering* of said creek 50 rods; thence S. 1° IV. 
along the partition line of said tract of land and 206 
rods: thence N. 53° IV. on said partition line 12 rods£ 
thenco S. 1’ 'V. 248 rods on said partition lino ; 
thence N.t>9° IV. 87 78-100 rods to the S. IV. corner 
of said tract : thence N. 1 °. E., 403 20-100 rods to 
the piaoe o.t hoginiiiug ; to bo sold subject to tho
dower of the widow.
Terms of sale, one-third cash in hand, tho remain­
der in. two equal annual payments with interest.— 
Deferred payments to be secured by notes and mort­
gage on suid premises.
• JAS. McCAMENT, Adm’r, £c.
Ap. 16:5w, prfili. 12 of P. M. Darling, dec’d.
Belmont county has given about one 
thousaufl majority for the Democratic Union 
ticket this spring. The Republicans carried but 
one township in the entire county—Kirkwood.
The California election for Senator turns 
ou(, to have been null and a new one is to be 
held, with the chances iu favor of the election of 
McDougal.
Master C’«snt>»sssjoner's fcaJe.
BY virtue of an order of sale issued out of the Coart of Common Pleas of Knox County. Ohio, and tome directed I will offer for sale at the south 
door of the Court House, in the city of Mount Ver­
non, Ohio, on Saturday, the 25th day of May next 
between tho hours of 10 o’clock A. M.snd 4 o’cloo' 
P. M. of saiil day, the following described real estat 
to-wit: situate in the County of Knox, and Stal 
of Ohio, and being Lot number Five Hundred and 
Eighteen, in Banning’s Addition to the town 
Mount Vernon, to satisfy au order of Court in the 
case of David Burger, vs. Joseph IVatsoa and Sam-| 
uel Burger. Appraised at $
D. C. MONTGOMERY.
April 16 1861:6w. Com’rin K. CLP.
Executor’s 1%'olice.
NOTICE is hereby given that the undersigned have been duly appointed and qualified by the Probate Court, with in and for Knox.county. Ohio 
as Executors on the estate of U illiatn Phillips,, 
deceased. All persons indebted to said estate arc 
notified to make immediate payment to the under 
signed, and all persons holding claims against said 
estate are notified to present them legally provei 
for settlement within one y-jy Ljpg
April lC-Sw* Executor.
Dissolution of Partnership.
Secession de Facto.
THE partnership union of E. S. P. ROUSE Ai SON is dissolved. All persons indebted to thej late firm are requested to call and settle without 
delay, with E. S. S. Rouse, Jr., who has tho accounts, 
notes, etc., and will continue business at the oM 
stand, No. 109 Main streot.
’ E. S. S. ROUSE, Sen.;]
Mt, Vernon, Aril P:tf E. 8. S. ROUSE, Jr.
MIIIIIIIIIH - - — -
anti (ffiunntw.
MOUNT VERNA .... \pRIL t6, 1861
S. M. & Newark R. R. Thue Table,
T»AIS3 LBA.VK XT. VRRVON AS POLLOWS:
Goyjq south.
Mail Train leave?............................... ....11.30 A. M.
Aocoaimodaiion leave4....„d...!\..............."*2.16 P. M.
GOIKO KOIlTB.
Accommodation leaves,..........8.20 A M.
Mail Train leaves,....... . ............................ff. 3 45 p 14
Nov. 26,.1800.
Cleveland and Toledo Railroad.
MONROEVILLE TIME TABLE.
3oing West. Going Eagt.
S-28 A- M.............................. . ......... 7.31 A M.
I p- M......................................... . P. M
8-84 p- M......................................... 6.43 P M.
Passenger? going north on the S., M. A N. R. 
A. can take the cars of the C. <t T. R. R. for any 
joint they desire to roach, either oast or west of 
Monroeville
L.,C. & C. R. il--Shelby Time Tabic
GOING SOUTH.
Cincinnati Express,.................. . ......... 10.1 0A.M.
Night Express,......................................*10.21 P. M.
GOING NORTH.
Night Express........................................ 7.20 A. M.
v&fneinuati Express............. 6.06 P. M.
Horse Hills.
Cheaply, beautifully and expeditiously prioted 
at the Banner Office, Woodward Block, Mt. Ver­
non.
Buscliman & Co., at their new Clothing 
Store, Kenjon House, have opened a large arid 
fashionable stock or Ready Made Clothing, Cuil
and see. ’• «ae4at» anoviaat «» sd Sillas <
Rain I Rain I
Last week we hud nothing but rain, rain, rain, 
—morning, noon and night. The ground hat 
been saturated like a sponge, and is now as ten­
der a8 jelly. This has kept back the spring work 
of our farmers ; indeed little or no plowing has 
been done thus far. The grain crops, however, 
look very promising, and vegetation of all kiuds 
is comiog on finely.
May Terra of the Court.
The following is a complete list of the Grand 
and Petit. Jurors, Subpoenaed to attend the 
next Term of the Court of Common Please, 
which meets at Mt. \ eiu.on, ou the lilih of. May 
next: ; .
grand jury to may tkbm,. 1861.
1. Henry Philips,....................... Clinton;
2. William Vanhorn,.............. ............... Union;
3. John Banberry,.........................Jefferson;
4. Alinon Mitchell,..................................Milford;
5. George Phillips................................. Pike;
given in the volume before up, including speech­
es iu the Senate and the Supreme Court of the 
United States, addresses on public occasions and 
before literary societies—all loraiing a volume of 
immense value, which can be read with pleasure 
and profit by old ami young, by politicians, 
statesmen aud scholars. In addition to the 
speeches, there are scvetal letters, essays and ad­
dresses iu this volume, which we have uo recol­
lection of having seen in print before. Appended 
to the work is the Declaration of Independence, 
the Constitution of the United States, and Wash­
ington’s Farewell Address. The volume is em­
bellished by a splendid likeness of Mr. Webster, 
engraved upon steel, in the best style of art.
Romance op the Revolution, being a History of 
the Personal Adventures, Romantic Incidents and 
Exploits,incidental to the War of Indopendenco. 
Illustrated. Philadelphia: George G. Evans 
Publisher.
Here is another book that will be of inesti­
mable value at the present time. While men are 
talking lightly of the Union, that was formed aud 
cemented by the best blood of the Revolution, 
it will be a pleasing study, not only for the youth 
of our country, but for people of riper years, to 
learn, the hardships, the privations, a3 well as 
the daring and heroic acts of those who fought, 
bled aud died-for their country. In the volume 
before us are collected a great many facts, inci­
dents, adventures, encounters, narratives, anec- 
dotes, &c., relative to the men and women of the 
Revolution, which are replete with thrilling in. 
terest, and are calculated to excite a better love 
of country iu the bieasts of all true hearted 
Americans. Tne volume is elegantly illustrated 
and superbly printed and bound.
Ge.jKOE G. Evans, Esq., the indefatigable 
Philadelphia publisher, deserves great credit fi r 
giving to the public the two volumes above soo- 
keu of. They should be in the library of every 
American ci1 izeii, The price of the Union Text 
Book is $1 00. and the Romance of the Revolu­
tion $1.25. By inclosing to Mr. Evans the price, 
either of the books will bo sent, accompanied 
by a valuable present.
Special gtstej
■■ - - p p, p.
VARO S’AlCK-if PIASTERS.
They Impart Slreuyih; they Aituihilale Pam.
Park’s
Patent
Porus
Prickly
Plasters
Are Sold 
By All 
Dealers
From 
1 to 
Dimes.
T[ABEaE DELIGHTFUL l’LAS- ters yield readily to the motion ot the body, absorb perspiration and 
throw of ail tho offensive coagulated 
impurities off the system. They 
hould bo used for all Chronic Fains, 
Faintness, Dyspepsia, Colds, Con­
sumption, Rheumatism, Female 
Weakness ’, etc. They retain their 
active properties when other Plasters 
are useless, and where applied pain 
cannot exist. Every family should 
have them. One size on cloth, threo 
sizes on leather. Sample sunt by 
mail, on receipt of 26 cents.
D. S. BARNES, 13 <£ lfi'ParkRow 
N. y. April 16, 1861.
Dr. Scott, the propietor and editor of tho 
Lobauon Star, is a prominent physician:
Perry Davis’ Pain Killer, tho old and well known 
remedy, which lias acquired a world wide renown 
for the cure of sudden colds, coughs, etc., weak 
stomach, goneral debility, nursing sore mouth, can­
kered mouth or throat, liVey complaint, dyspepsia or 
indigestion, craiiip and pain iu tbo stomach, bowel 
complaint, painters’ colic, Asiatic cholera, diarrhea 
and dysentery, has lost none of its good name by re­
peated trials; but coniinuos to occupy a prominent 
position in every family medioine chest.—Lebanon 
Star, Dee. 13th, 1359.
Rold by James Blanchard.
6. David McGugiu,........
7. Daniel Potter..................
8. A. C. West,..................
9. G. B. Stilly.......................
10. Silas McMillen,...........
11. Garrett Browu..........
12. J. T. L. Jacobs ........
13 John Bixton,............  ,
............Howard;
... ___ Way nc;
,. ......Morgan;
..........Clinton;
.......Jefferson;
............Clinton;
............College;
............... Miller;
............Clin tot.;
..........Morris.
E R. Downs................
R. S. Cassell,............... .
PETIT JURORS.
Abraham Earley wine,................ Jack.un;
Anthony Snyder,.................. ...... Hiiiiar;
3. Joseph Schooler,................ ..........Jncksoc;
4. William Abbott,.....'.......... ............Clinton;
5. L*jvi Beach,......................... ............... Miller;
6. William Colwell,............... ..... Jefferson;
7. Daniel Chadwick, ......... .. .............Hilliar;
i. James Ilibbitis................... ........Jefferson;
9. Jefferson Sapp,.................. .......... Howard;
10. Beason Welch,.................. ...........  Clinton;
11. G. W. Ewers',:...... . ........... ....Middleliurt;
12. John W. Chambers,........ .................. ClilliOll.
Various Thing
i— We call attention to the advertiseihent
Sasnptiri Ila.
This tropical root lias a reputation wide as the 
world, for curing one flats of disorders that af­
flict mankind—a reputation too which it deserves 
as the best antidote we possess fur scrofulous 
complaints. .Rut to be brought into use, its vir­
tues must be concentrated and combined wi h 
other medicines that increase its power. Some 
reliable compound of this character is much 
needed in the community. It<»ad the advertise­
ment of Dr. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla in our columns, 
and we know it needs no encomium from us to 
give our citizens confidence in what he offers,— 
Organ Syrecttse A. U.
AUegiiesiy CaMfile Market.
Allegheny City, April 11, 1861.
Reeves—There were 456 head offered, of which 
13t) were Sold at prices ranging from 23 to per 
I-pound, gross; the residue, 317 head, wore all sunt
i Ease.
Siieup.—There were 1812 head offered, of which 
■ 23 were sold at 4^e per pound, gross; the balance 
I were all sent East.
I Hogs—Thero were 15S2 head offered, and all
• sent East.
Horses.—There were 29 head offered, aud all 
1 sent East.
Cincinnati 58nrkct.
Cincinnati, April 10. 
Flour nominally unchanged. Provision* unclian-
I ged aud a good demand for mess pork at $17. ba* 
; con is selling at 0t@ Ifljc. Lard in good demand 
i et 9Jc. Groceries in better demand, but prices un- 
! change1!. Whisky dull and prices unsettled; 13a is 
: offered.
I The river rose eleven inches up to 7 o’clock this 
morning, but has since fallen threo inches, leaving 
twenty tour feet- four inches iu the channel. Tho 
weather cloudy and cool.
Mr. E. I Baldwin, in this week's paper. This is 
one of the most extensive Dry Goods Houses in 
Cleveland, and indeed iu ths West.
— II. Mickey, E q„ of Shelby, mids this 
Spring 700 bbls. of M ip'e Sugar, within the cor­
porate limi/e of that justly Celebrated village 1
— Per,non Biteham, E q., late Sher iff, has 
been appointed Postmaster at Zanesville, in place 
of Mr. Roberts.
— Mr. Ball has entered upon his duties as 
Postmaster at Fredericktown. His predecessor, 
Mr. McCpy, had goue into the book and station’ 
ery business.
— On Tuesday last wa had a regular rip-te r 
ing snowstorm, in this vicinity. As no frost ful 
lowed, “nobody is hurt."
— The woodshed and water house of the P. 
Ft. W. A C. R. R . at MansSeld, were destroyed 
by fire a few nights ago.—loss $1,500.
— The office of the P. Ft. W. & C. R. R. at 
Louisville was lately broken open and robbed of 
$23 in money and some railroad tickets.
— The Baptists are about erectiug a new 
church in Mansfield at an estimated cost of 
$11,000. It is to ba built on the old site of the 
Mansion House.
— John Graham has been appointed Posttnas 
ter of Columbus.
— Noah H. Swayne, Esq., of Columbus is 
Bpoken of as a suitable person for successor of 
Judge McLean, on the Supreme Bench.
— For coat, pauts, vest, or anything in the 
cloalhing line, call upon Buscliman & Co., Ken­
jon House.
Joe Dwyer, late of the Coshocton Age has 
received a $1,600 clerkship iu the Treasury Dt - 
parturient at Washington.
— Our friend Tom Woods has retired from 
the editorship of the New Lisbon Patriot, lie ’ 
'is a good fellow as ever lived.
— We have a report from Washington that 
citizen Byers has abandoned the contest for Mar* 
tfhal and ia now looking after a clerkship.
The Cbiliau Mission, which Mr. Kirk 
ws.3 bor.ng for at Washington, is to*be given to 
* St. Louis mercbant-8o we see it stated. Ohio 
b • already received her share ot the “spiles.’’
BOOKS FOR TIIE TIMES.
“Books that are Books.”
We have received from the celebrated Phila­
delphia publisher, George G. Evans, Esq., a 
couple of very valuable Books, which we think 
deserve more than a passing notice. The title 
of one of these is as follows:
The Union Text Book, containing selections from 
the Writings of Daniel Webster; the Declara­
tion of Independence; the Constitution of the 
Unitod States; and Washington’s Farewell Ad­
dress, wi’th copious indexes, Ac.
In these times of nullification, disunion, and 
disloyally to the laws of the country, a book like 
this is of immense value, should be highly prized, 
aud placed in the hands of every young man in 
the land. Mr. \\ ebster, whatever may have 
been thought of hiB opinions on certain political 
questions, was undoubtedly a patriot, whose love 
was not for Massachusetts merely, but for the 
whole Union, North and South, East and West. 
£li» best writings and speeches are collected and
Philadelphia Market.
Fhu.delpiiia, April'.
Flour quiet at $5,37@5.50 for superfine. $5,62@ 
5.87 fur extra, $6,50 for extra family and $6.75(gi 
7,00 for fancy. Tile demand fur wheat lias fallen 
off; sales 2001) bush, rod nt SI,31. and white nt $1.- 
40(n) I .55. C rn firm; 2000. bush now yellow sold 
at 60(5jfi2o. Rio.Coffee sell at Ilfand Lit- 
guyra at 14@l4je. Whisky.- is- duii.at 17j(d,isc 
pergai:
R'ezv Vork il2?trRef.
New York, April 10. j 
Flour is quiet; sales of 10,500 bbls: prices steady ' 
Wheat steady; 12,500 bushels sold; Milwaukie Club 
$1,30; White Western $1,51) Corn firm; 15,000 j 
bush, sold; mixed 67a. Fork firm. Lard firm at 1 
y$(5)l0ic. Whisky dull; 18J» asked, and 18c offer- | 
ed. Receipts of Flour 12,933 bbls; Wheat §,624 
bush; Corn 8.748 bush.
apr. lfi;4t.
The following, from Messrs. Gage & Mutter, 
prominent druggists of Sparta, gives further evi­
dence of the great popularity of our medicine :
Sparta, Monroe co., Wis., July 17, 1859. 
Messrs. -JyN. Harris & Co;—Gentlemen?— It is with 
pleasure that we speak a word in eommeudatiou ol 
your vciy valuable uiediciues, “Perry Davis’ Pain 
Killer,”:and “Dr. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bit­
ters.” They are of great merit, and already too well 
known to the public at large tv need any very special 
notice from particular individuals. The Pain Killer 
ha* become a household remedy all through the 
West, und t-he bberry B ine Bitters arc superior to 
any hitters wo have ever met with, and us they be­
come known the demand increases, aud all find from 
their use satisfactory results.
Most respectfully, GAGE A MATIIER. 
Sold by Blanchard. apr. 16;4t.
Many persons say that they have tried almost 
every remedy that has been recommended for hu­
mors, and they are no better now than when they 
commenced them, and they have no confidence in 
anything that is advertised to cure 8alt Rheum,, 
Erysipelas, and all similar hilmors. We would say 
to these that there is now a remedy ?hat as yet has 
never failed curing those diseases. It acts upon an 
entirely different principle from anything over of­
fered for them; it throws humor out of tho blood 
through the skin, which is the only channel through 
which the systvm can.bo entirely freed from them. 
If you will try it, you will not say of this as you 
have by others, for it will cure you. We refer to 
Dr. Weaver’s Syrup. Sold by JAMES BLANCH- 
?\RT>.
following is au extract from a letter written 
by the Rev. J. S. Holmes, pastor of t'110 Pierrepoint 
Street Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., to the “Jour­
nal and Messenger,’’ Ciucinuatti, 0., and speaks vol­
umes in favor of that world-renowned medicine, Mrs 
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething: —
“We see an advertisement in your eolumnsof Mrs. 
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we> ne never said 
a word in faver of a patent medicine before in our 
life, but we feel compelled to say to your readers 
that this is no buuibng— we have had it, and know 
it lb be all it claims. It is probably one of the most 
successful medicines of the day, because it is one of 
the best. And those of your readers who have ba­
bies can’t do better than tb lay in a supply.”
Mexican Mustang Linnment.
From rich ami poor, bond and free, all oolors, 
grades, and conditions of life, tho same meed of 
praise is awarded tl is wonderful krtiolu. Sores are 
healed, pains rclioved, lives saved, valuable animals 
made useful, and untold ills assuaged by this remark­
able medicine. For Cuts, Bruises, Sprains, Rheu- 
matis. Swellings, Bites, Strained Horses, Ac., it has 
no equal among Liniments, Ointments, or Salves. It 
is tho Housekeeper’s and Farmer’s triend. Weeks 
of illness and loss of time are saved by an early ap­
plication of Mustang Liniment. It should always 
be on hand. Be careful of whom you buy, and have 
it warranted as genuine. Alt genuine will hereafter 
bear.the signature of G. AV. Westbrook, Chemist, ami 
D. S. Barnes, Proprietor, with these words “Trade” 
“Mark” in two’ Medailiohs'of tho Federal'Currency. 
Sold nt Sects, 50ets. t-.rd $’.00 per Bottle, by all re­
spectable dealers throughout the wor'd.
Mar.26-4t D. S. BARNES, Now York.
NO CIVIL WAR!
One Slar 3s©i or Coes Ootv2r
iOvoI
j rpiIOUGH se St*rs ll,Rt illaniili- i 
J £ ed our glorious Flag have paiod in
their hour of greatest prosperity, i
S l. mowK L
has the pleasure of announcing to the ;
World that HIS STAR nevrrgoes down, [ 
but grows brighter and brighter each , 
succeeding year. I
| He has lately added to his immense ] —j
^iSt°Ck/NADr JMDN CLOTIIIXG \rA 
a largo and varied assortment of Cloths, j
^iCassimeres end Vestings of every dis-:
I—“I, cription and style, with every variety of j 
HHi Trimmings for the samo. lie has secured (^J 
k-H’ the services of one of the best Cuttors 
rjthe state of Ohio-can produce, ami ■ H 
pledges the People to furnish them with 
as neat a fitting Suit of Clothes, made as ,
I substantial aud of as good material as1 
toZ any Merchant Tailor iu the Stato. i
’ ' jlis numerous customers are cordially j
invited to call and examine for them- 
selves. He will he outdone by nono in , < P. 
regard to quality or price. :
lie would likewise call the attention of 
X the whole community to his large and ' QJ) 
""'■C fashionab e stock of ! , S
r , ready-made clothing:
C™h consisting in part of
COATS, PANTS AND VESTS, 
i of ever}’ discription, also a good and 
well selected assortment of \ t . 1
FURNISHING GOODS, Z(
such as Shirts, Drawers. Suspenders, 
Handkerchiefs, Neck Ties, Cellars, Scurfs 
Hosiery, Ac., Ac.
India Rubber Coats and Levins,;GO
Trunks, Carpet Sacks, Vallees, Umhrd- 
las, all of the best quality, which he will 
. se.ll as low as-any Establishiueu't in the 
West. ;
Please call before purchasing elsewhere 1 
LOOK OUT FOR THE STAR l-§2Sj.
Main Street, two doors north of Gambier ■ ENJ 
I Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. •
Apr. 2,1861:tf L. MUNK, [
P3
GOOD NBW8 FO1 THE ’iJEOOLE f
FORT SD2ITER
Has Positively been Reinfosecd!
Notwithstanding the united opposition of Fort Moultrie. We run them in not in the night, nor with muffled oars, but iu broad day light, 
by tho car Load.
We are not only selling Sugurs extremely low, but 
all other goods ns comparitively cheap. Thankful 
to the Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a 
continuance of tho same and hope to merit it in lU' 
ture by selling goods cheap and fair dealing nt tho ; 
Old Corner. feb. 26,'61. a. M.P’AY. 1
A SPLENDIDreceived at the Old Corner Feb. 25, ’51.
G. . F
lot of llama and Dried Beef iust 
i .
G, M. FAY.
CALL and see those nice and cheap Sugars,boloro purchasing elsewhere, at tho Old Corner.Feb. 26,’61. G.M.FAY.
MRS. WIXSLOW.
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre­
sents to the attention of mnthprs, her
SOOTHING- SYHUP,
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING, 
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by 
softening the gums, reducion all inflainatiou—-will 
allnv nil pain and spasmodic aennri, and is
Kl’RE TO l£K<3tH,ATft THE n<MVRL£. 
Depend upon it, uiotkors, it will give rest to your­
selves and
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig­
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and 
gives tone and energy to tho whole system. It will 
almost instantlv relieve
GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC 
and overcome convu'sions, which i f not speedily rem­
edied. end in dfeath. We bolievo it the BEST und 
SUREST REMEDY IN TIIE WORLD, in ail cases 
of DYSENTERYand DIARRCEA IN CHILDREN, 
whethor it arrises from teething, or from any other 
cause. We would 6ay to every mother who has a 
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints 
— DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE 
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you 
and your suffering child, and the relief thnt'will be 
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE-to follow tho 
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions 
for using will accompany each bottle. None genu­
ine unless the fac simile of CURTIS i PERKINS, 
New York, is on tho outside rapper.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medioines 
in Knox County.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street, N. Y. 
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
March 26, 1861,
BOUND TO BLA1Z!
I WISH it distinctly understood wo have no oon- neetiun with any other house in the city, having purchased of Mr. J. George the stock and paid him J 
for it, he holds uo interest in the Old Corner, not 
even as a creditor. Wo have his documents to prove 
the same. fob. 26, ’6I.____________ G. M. FAY.
A* QINfITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese -jttslrt eceived at the Old Corner. Feb. 26,’61. G. M. FAY.
W.lS.UUIfS VMOV WASUER.
HORACE WELSH,
RESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of Knox and the adjoining counties that he is the agent for the manufacture and sale of V ALKKR S 
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, ha hesi­
tates not to say is the
Best Washing Machine 
now in use in the country. These machines are 
manufactured at. Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. \ ernon, 
and are sold nt extremely tow prices. Read the fol­
lowing certificate of persons well known iu this com­
munity : ....
Mt. Ybinon, Onio, Feb. 4th, 1861. 
We the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk­
er’s Union Washer ns one of the most desirable im- 
pleu tuts of household economy ; and beliovo that it 
stands unequaled for case of operating, for perfection 
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and 
health.of the operator, freeing them from the inju­
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in­
haling into tho lungs the nauseating aud health de­
stroying fumes of the wash.
L. M. Fowler,
Henry Ransom, 
Ellon Ransom,
Wm. Wallace Wade, 
Mu ry E. W ad e,
E. Hildreth,- ‘
A. WL liiidreth,
Geo. W. Jackson, 
March 5, ’61:tf.
L. M. Watson, 
Robert Watson, 
William Bartlett,
J. B. Staunton, 
llelien M.Staunton, 
Win. B. Beardsley, 
Doreus Beardsley, 
\7m. Blair.
Trees! Trees! Trees I 
rjAilE undersigned has for sale 
■ ®11 kinds of Fruit and Orna-
mental Trees, Evergreens, Grape 
Vrinee, Goosberries, Roses, Flowers, Bvl- 
bus Roots, &i., which ho will soil as low
as the lowest, and warrant every artielo sold to turn 
out as represented. A. HARNWliLL,
Mt. Vernon, April 9;5w Gambier Avenue.
Mammoth Clothing Hall!
Sign of tlie lied Flag, *
IPain Street, next door to J. E. Woodbridge,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OF A
XEWFI8H, XEWGOOBS, XEWPR1CES1
THE undersigned takes pleasure in j announcing ta the citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, that he 
has just opened at the above stand, re­
cently occupied by N. Epsstein a large 
and magnificent stock of
Cloths, Cassimercs and 
Vestings.
Also, a largo aud complete stock of Mods’ 
and Boys’
RE^DY-MADE '
CLOTHiNG!
lints. Caps, Trunks, Valiceu, «tc. Also, 
a large assortment of
Gents’ Furnishing ^’oods,
In endless variety, and all of the very 
best description.
Having constantly a buyer in the East
I have every advantage of tho market; 
and as I buy all my goods for cash, I am 
onabled to sell at
g,wss assess
Than any other establishment in tnis 
section of country. My goods are us 
well, (if not better) made than any in the 
State, being all manufactured under my 
own supervision, by the most experien­
ced master workmen. I can theroforo 
safely say that I
Yj Defy Competition!
Having always on hand a large stock 
of goods, l am prepared to manufacture 
to order, at tho shortest notice,
EVERY ARl’ICLE CALLED FOR
AT A CLOTHING STORE,
I will guarantee that all my work ,
wdl give entire satisfaction. My motto 
1'0 l!* ’ , Qaiek tiale» and urnalt profit*.” “I 
study to please.’f
11 the Place—Sign ofthe Hod Flag, Main street, Mt. Vernon.
A!J 9:tf I>- H. ARNOLD.
Wall Paper and W indow Shades.P1^CES wiLLPA^«.’«»' “D5 h
GUUU patterns. 106 Pieces Window Shades 
Tassels, Cord, Ac. All Cheap.
Just received at WARNER MILLERS
March 19,1861: tf.
BBOOTS, SHOES AND LEATHER, AN Ex­cellent assortment and very cheap, just vee’d atnovSOtf. WABNBB MILLSR’S.
33. ZF-XTr
WHOLESALE AND KETALL
druggist, .-J
NO. 1, BUCKINGHAM’S BUILDING'.
.VS.alu Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
WHERB MAY BE FOUND A COMPLETE STOCK OF
Drugs, Medicines,Chemicals, Paints, Oils, Bye Stuffs,
VARNISHES, TURPENTINE, BRUSHES, ALCOHOL,
BI RSI.Vti CA51I»ME*VE, I’ERFl JSEIiV, EASCI AHTK'LES,
«-?r dealers and Consumers can rely on the genuineness of nil nrtiCos that come from my Eetabliah- 
raent as most of them are bought direct of the Importers or Manufacturers. All Goods ^Warranted an 
represented, and for sale as ohoap aa tho choapost. LJuly 17th, 1866-lv.
BOOT8 AND SHOES.
FOR
MBS,
WOMEN,
BOYS,
2VXI ® 9
CHILDREN,
AND
INFANTS.
SIR JAMES CLARKE’S
Cclebratetil Fcsaiale Pills.
Prepared from a presiriplidn of Sir J. Clarke, il.
* I)., Phytician Extraordinary Io the Queen..
This in valuable medicine is unfailing in tho cure 
of all those painful and dangerous diseases to which 
the female constitution is subject. It moderates nil 
excess and removes all obstructions, and a speody 
cure may be rolied on
TO »«AK58«KI> l.ADBRM 
it is pocniiarly suited. Il will, in a -hurt time,bring 
on too monthly perleTwi'th regularity.
Each bottle.price Ono Dollar, boars the Govern­
ment ritainp of Great Britain, to pre vent counterfeits.
CAUTION.
These Pills should not be taken by females during 
the PI/tST THREE )IOAtTHS of Preyniicy, asthey 
are sure to briny on Jliscan iayc, but at any other 
time they are safe.
In ail casos of Nervous and Spinal Affoctions, 
Pain in the Back aud Limbs, Fatigue on slight ex- 
ortion, Palpitation of the Heart, Hysterics and 
XVbites, these Pills will effect a euro when all other 
means have failed; and although a powerful remedy, 
do not contain iron, calomel,antimony, or any thing 
hurtful to the constitution.
Full directions in tho pamphlet around each pack 
age, which should be carefully preserved.
Sole Agent for the United States and Canada,
JOB MOSES, (Late I. C. Baldwin A Co.,)
Rochester, N. Y.
N. B. $1,00 and 6 postage stamps enclosed to any 
autfcorizod Agent, will insure a bottle, containing 50 
Pills, by roturu mail.
Sold by S. W. LIPPITT, Mt. Vorfion.
Aug. 28, 1860-ly
John e. evans. jins. Job evans
JOHN E. EVANS So CO.,
MAIX ST, MT. VEBSOS, OHIO,
Have now on hand a large stock of the
531PROVEIP STEWART STOVES,
fTIHE best now In use, whioh we will warrant to 
g give entire satire satisfaction. Also, a com­
plete assortment of
Cooking & Parlor Stoves!
Of every variety of pattorn, among which will bo 
found tho
FORTUNE STOVE,
The best Elevated Oven Cooking Stove now in use. 
and warranted in every particular. Also, a variety 
of other patterns.
We have also a good variety of Low Oyon Stoves, 
among which will be found the
ROYAL OAK STOVE!
The best now in use. Also the improved Self-Regu­
lator, Improved Parlor Cook, Plate and Cylinder 
Stoves for stores and shops, plain and fancy Grates, 
Sad Irons, Britannia, Tin, Copper and Japannod 
Ware ; Pumps, Loud Pipe, Washboards, Tubs, Wood- 
on Buckets, Churns, Stoves, Corn. Baskets, Brooms, 
and ail kinds of liousefurnishing Goods too numer­
ous to wontion. • _
JOB BING.
We are stiB doing all kinds of Jobbing in Tin, 
Copper and Sheet Iron, an short notice and at low 
rates. Mr. 8. W. KERSHNER has the .sole charge 
of the Jobbing Department.
We have for sale the right of Hall’s Patent
LIGHTxNING RODS,
whjch wo put up on short notice.
■/$&- Remember tho placv, at the Old Stand of Job
Evans, two doors South of the Catar&ot House.
April 2,1861 :tf? JOHN E. EVANS A CO.
Valuable Farm fur Sale.
OLAO ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence, 
200 cleared, aud under good state of culti­
vation, and containing agood frame Dwelling house, 
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
and two orchards of grafted fruit, situate in
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
6 miles from Mt, Vernon, and 34miles from Frcdc- 
icktown. Said premises are well situated, and are 
watered with seven good springs, and two large 
streams of running water. Said land will be Eold all 
in one loi, or divided into one hundred acre lots to 
suit purchasers, and sold on time.
jan 22-tf DAVID BRADDOCK.
HOLIDAY PRESENTS!
JUVENILE BOOKS,
A targe and Pretty Assortment:
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOK3,
OIL COLORED VIEWS, 
ALPHABET BLOCKS,
TRAxNSPARENT SLATES, 
BOXES OF PAINTS,
CHESSMEN, D0MIN03,
BACKGAMMON BOARDS, <kc.,&c.
PORTFOLIOS,
PORTEMONAIS,
PURSES,
SCAP BOOKS,
ALBUMS,
ENGLISH POETS,
In Antique-mor-and Blue and Gold Binding,
POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,
• In Fine Binding,
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,
A Good Assortment,
■WHkffAq a
WHIT'E’S
Doe. II, 1860.
A Large Stock and ehenp at
MILLER A WHITE’S.
Mt. Vernon, May 17, I860—tf.
KNOX COUNTY
DRUG STORE
JAMES BLANCHARD.
k. c. nunn. f'kank ii. hgkd.
fit. C. ilfijgto & SOxY, 
Attorneys and Counsellors nt Law,
marI2-tf MOUNT VERNON. OHIO.
Wolsce in 41iar!s;nent.
Smith Thomas, Ex'r of the ) Iu Knox Com Pleas.
last will of B. P. Truax, j
deceased, J- Civil Action.
vs. I
Jacob Zolman. J
TJAllE above named Jacob Zolman. a non-resident 
j of said county, is hereby notified that on tbo 
5th day of March, A. D. 1861, the above named 
Smith Thomas, as Executor of tho lest will and tes­
tament of B. P. Truax, deceased,instituted proceed­
ings in attachment against him before C. C. Baugh, 
ajustico of the Peace of Clinton township, in said 
county,upon two due bills executed by the said Zol- 
man payable to Truax & House, and assigned to said 
B. P. Truax in his life time; one of said due hills is 
for $64,49, dated July 25,1849, with credit endorsed 
at dato, of $3,S7. The other is for fifty cents, dated 
May 26, "1859. Amount claimed as due thereon, 
March 5, 1861, $98,48. Said order of attachment was 
returned “no goods, chattels or effects within said 
county,” and with a suggestion that the defendant 
was the owner of certain real estate situato in said 
county, aud thereupon said causo was duly certified 
to said Court of Common Pleas on the 12th day of 
March, 1861, and proceedings were taken therein, 
and, an order of attachment issued and served, as au­
thorized and required by law. Said proceeding is 
now pending in said court, and the defendant is no 
tiffed that unless he appears and answers or demurs 
by the third Saturday after the expiration of six 
weeks from March 26th, 1861, the com plaint of the 
plaintiff will be taken as true, and judgement ren­
dered accordingly. CURTIS <t SCRIBNER, 
March 26.6w.$5.12 Att’vs for Fiff.
SOAP1 SOAP!
rgMlE subscriber will keep for sale at nil times the 
JL best articles of Hard and Soft Soap, at his Fac 
tory, corner of Mechanic and Front Siroets, west 
side of Main, Mt, Vernou.
March 19:3w. JAS. W. GEORGE.
E. R, DIBBLKB, J. C. WORK.
HEART I*. WAfilDtRV,
Late Mt. Vernon, with
DIBBLEE, WORK 6c MOORE,
Importers and Jobbers of
Staple ant! Faaicy S>ry <4oods;
97 Chambkiis a 79 a 81 reade st., n. y.
To All Wltom it hibj Concern.
THE undersigned having determined to remove from Mt. Vernon on the first of April next, makes it absolutely necessary for all who have un* 
sottlud accounts or are in any wiso indebted to him 
to call and settle the samo without delay.
March 26 2w. L. B. WARD.
Fort Sumfei* f^'vacuated.
THE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the United States does not say that E. WILCOX has eva­cuated liis old stand on Main street, over Brown’s 
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects 
to conduct his business as heretofore, in all ita vari­
ous branches. Garments of all descriptions out and 
made to order on short notice, and as durable as can 
bo done at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the 
mountains, and iu tho latest style, according to eas­
tern fashions.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in tho best man­
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit cus­
tomers. Feoling thankful to his old customers l'or 
their liberal support, herctoftro received, he solicits 
a continuance of the same, and. asks as many new 
ones as feel they can trust him with their work. 
ap »:tf____________ _  E. WILCOX.
J. W. LOGSDOV,
HOUSE PAINTER AND GLAZIER,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
SHOP—Corner Norton and Frederick Streets.
All orders promptly attended to. Especial
attention given to House Painting, Glazing and 
Shutter Painting. augSl
GROVER & BAKER, STILL AHEAD!
G R E I r RE DUO T1O N IN PR 1CES!
A PERFECT New and Improved, Neiseloss Grover & Baker Sowing Machine, for $40!!! Tho only Company that manufacturee the two vari­
eties of Maohines. Double Lock and Siuyle Lock or 
Shuttle Stick ! Victory after Victory!!!
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Un­
ion of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheelor <fr 
Wilson’s and all other Competing Maohines.
The Prince of Wales seleoted Grover A Baker 
Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them, 
and all ivoll regulated families have, or should have 
one, because they make less noise, are more simple, 
run with greater speed, and less friction, consequent­
ly are more durable than other machines. They 
also uiako tho most beautiful and elastic stich or 
seam, which is fastened when it leaves the Machine. 
I shall not hesitate to warrant every Machine sold. 
A word to the wiso is sufficient. Call and get circu­
lar and examine for yourselves.
- We are pretty familiar with the merits of tholead- 
ing machines, and for family use we prefer Graver 
A Baker.-—Ohio Parmer.
Machine thread Silk aud Cotton constantly on 
hand. Also. Needles and Puro Machine Oil for sale, 
nt the MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co. 
Bank. SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
Nov. 27, 1860.
JOSEPH ^COKMICKS
FURNITURE m
WARE ROOMS, /ft
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
i c mooKe ; undersigned respectfully announces to the
; fl citizens of Knox a~d tllo surrounding counties, 
that ho ha.* greatly enlarged his businees and is 
now prepared to offer suporier inducements to those 
who wish to purchase
Oaeap and fi^Iegiant Furniture.
He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of 
BUREAUS. WARDROBES,
BBDSTE \DS. SOFAS, LOUNGES,
bookcases, hat-racks,
CENTRE, PIER and e 
DINING TABLES;
MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and 
«0MM0N CHAIRS, MATTRASSES, Ac.
\nd in fact, ovor y article to be found in a first-class 
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order 
any article that may be called for. I employ the 
very best workmen to be had, and every ar.iele soid 
will be warranted. I solicit a continnat tbo
liberal patronage heretofore extend tome.
V ... JOSEPH MvCORMXCK.
rXOEBtTASilMO. ,
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking 
Business, and having an elegant Hearse is prepar­
ed to attend funerals in either town or country. 
Coffins made tb order, in tho host style, and on the 
shortest notice. I can bo found :t niy Furniture 
WRre-roouio. in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood­
ward Block, Mt. Vernon, 0.
MarchURf. JOSEPH McCORMTCK.
IODO YARDS CARPETING,
FROM 25 CTS. TO .11.50 PER Y’D.
Also oilcloths, matting and hearthRugs, at Manufacturers Prices, atAlny 15, 1860. 'WARNER MILLER'S.
TAKE NOTICE' “
| ^RV GOODS at COST, from Janunry 1, 1861.-—
Call everv body at 
jaa 22
WARNER MILLF.R’P.
NEW
THE N E W STORE
I G. & \V. D. BROWNING,
; Are just opening an additional stock of
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL GOODS
I Just purchased at the evry lowest figures aud of th 
■. latest
NEW YORK STYLES,
Which they are now prepared to offer th-oir Friends, 
Customers and the public, on tenrms ns favorable. a« 
any House in this section of the country—** (ItiA 
particular they do not interai to be outdan».
Among tlieir new stock wiii be found 
FRENCH REPS.
CASHMIERS,
MERINOS,
valencies,
mohairs,
DELAINS, 
FRENCH <k
ENGLISH
PRINTS,
and a variety of OTHER FT’YLF^ OF DRESS 
GOODS too numerous to mention. They would also 
call particular attention to liifr
STOCK OE SHAWLS,
which for their styles and quality, AT THE PR1CH 
are not to he exceeded. They have also a fresh sup* 
ply of
RIBBONS AND DRESS TRIMMINGS.
A fine assortment of
lAtdlcti’ and Children’s floods.
Please eu.ll and exouiine them. For Gentlemen, 
thev have agood fresh stock of
MEN'S WEAR,
which for price and quality are not to be lent iu 
this mnrket,
SOT II E Y T IT INK!
They have also on hand a good stock of LADIES,
CHILDREN’S'and GENTLEMEN’S
MOOTS 4\fi> SHOES,
of nearly every kind which they are offering nt every 
law prices. G. AW. D. DROWNING.
Nov20-tf.
Wholesale aad Retail SJfak
Drugs and Medicines,
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, TUTTY
Paints, Oils» Varnishes, Brushes aud Dye 
Stuffs*
PURE WINES AND BRANDIES
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
PERFUMERY,
SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
SNUFE AND CIGARS,
FAMILY MEDICINES,
BURNETT’S COCOINE,
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,
BURNETT’S LORIMEL, 
COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
MAXUFACrUKER OF
.BLANCHARD'S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre­
scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
Jan 29, i860.
PLOWS! PLOWS! PLOWS!
HAVING purchased the exclusive right to man­ufacture und sell Jf. G. P/emmon’s PatentCrook Beam Double Sliovol Plow, I am prepared to 
sell individual or township rights; and I hereby 
forewarn nil persons from making raid Plows, with­
out first obtaining
A LEGAL RIGHT
to do so from nre, as I am determined to prosecute 
all such, to tho utmost extent of tho law, without 
respect to persons.
Tliis is Unquestionably one of the best Pows pow 
in use, and 1 urn confident they will give universal 
satisfaction. Those who may desire to engii^o in 
their manufacture can certainly do Well.
SAMUEL VANBUSKIRK.
Woodview, Morrow co, 0., Mar. I2-w6
TEMPLE OF ART!
I desire to Inform the public that my 
Splendid Suit of Photogruph Rooms
' ARli COMPLETED'.
5 And now Open for the reception of visitors. It is 
' needless to comment upon nay work, as it rceonj- 
mends itself I make Photographs from smali min­
iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
Water Colors, or 
jTF 75SJ- T30 BC .A JBC SJ-SL «
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype 
of a deceased friend, (no matter how poor), it can 
bo enlarged to any sies and colored true to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind ot 
the public this important branch of Photography. 
I employ Mr. HALL,of Cleveland, the acknowledg­
ed best COLORIST,in Northern Ohio.
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can ba seen at 
my Gallery.
AMBROTYPES
And all small work done on short notice. We ex­
tend a cordial invitation to all to call and examine
Specimens.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over 
Taylor, Gantt <t Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr. 
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms:
N. B. The class of pictures termed 26 cent pic­
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
novl3-ly.____________________ N. E LEWIS.
ASIBKOTYPES AND xMELALNOTYPES.
A.
SUCCESSOR to Power & McDonald,respeetfuilj announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that lie still continues to take Ainbrotypes 
<fc Melninotypes.in the best style ot art, at hisroonsr 
iu Woodward Block. From a long experience in 
business he flatters himself that he will give entire 
satisfaction to all who may favor him with business 
Prices as low as the lowest. Please give me a ee ‘ 
before engaging pictures elsewhere. [mayltf“new arrival,
OF FALL & WINTER CLOTHING,
At F. m'SilMAff’S
CLOTHING EMPORIUM!!
OPPOSITE THE KENYON HOUSE,
UOVMT VBRMOM, a.
THE undersigned has just received a lerge »« excellent assortment of Fall aud Wiuicr Claih ing, ooBsiating of
DRESS COATS, BUSINESS COATS,
BOYS’ CLOTHING, PANTS, ANO VESTS, 
Of every description. Also,
I \ DIA -It U B B F. R C LOTI II NG,
And a general assortment of 'Gentlemen's
Such as 5YI!APPkRS, DR'.WE.RS, FHlR-fg, 
LARS, NFCKT1KS. VOMFORTS, COTTON, 
and W'tOt.EN SOCKS; 4c„ Ao. ALo 
sjccSiN o.im! Trunks,
Of every size aud price. I wish the pnbljw to-' e 
member that theso goods nre nil of domestic nmnu 
farhire— made here in the Buckeye State, and mid, 
well; mid tlihr 'he goods out ot which they art made 
are purchased by a heavy and experienced buyer fpi 
cash who has every p'js$ihl<>. advantage whioh tlii 
eastern market affords in seenring them" at the verj 
lowest prices; and therefore I feel confident in h« 
ing abie to sell ph such terms as cannot foil to sat 
Irfy’. Give tne a null before purchasteF.
Oet.2d.tf. F. BUSCHMtN.
For Sale or *Lcsit,
r| 1IIE old and well known Carriage Factory, Shopc, 
I Dwelling lleuso and ofit-buildings, belongieg 
to the Sabseribdr, on Front street, West of Main, to­
gether with ail tho stock, tdols, and fixtures. • The 
terms will he very reasonable. If not sold before 
the first of April, tho entire premises will then be ;
for rent. WM. SANDERSON.
Mt. Vernon, Nov. 6.___________ ______
Hue*rab lor IlioioIu and coal
Oil Trade!
SMA LIPPITT has put the price of Coni Gil . down to 8() cents per gallcn, and Lamps 20ots.I lower than cun bo had any place in the city.: have 
! also just received another fine assortment ol Lamps,
! Heavy Lamps, Chimneys, Globes, Ac? and also Goal 
I CHI Burners of different sizes by winch you can c«n- 
I voft Vour Fluid and all other kinds of Lumps into 
'Coil Oil Lamps, without much cost. Me will Ct 
i Burners without charge. Country merchants sup- 
I nt. verv low figures.
The Very $ro»*ur<utwn»
or
NEW GOODS,
NEW GOODS,
NEW GOODS,
CHEAP GOODS,
CHEAP GOODS,
CHEAP COODS,
ARRIVING DAILY.
ARRIVING daily,
ARRIVING DAILY,
At WARNER MILLER’S
Nov. 20,1860, tf._____
iMsi.ernee’s Sale of Real Estate.
■JVT'OTICU is hereby gjveii that I will offer for salt 
at Public Auction, on the promises in Freder­
icktown, Knox county Ohio,on tKe 29th day of April, 
A. D. 1863, Rt 1ft o'clock A M. of said day, the lo> 
lowing.real estate, (o.wit; Lot number Sixtv eight 
in Frcdcrioktown, in said county, on which there ii 
erected a good dwelling lionse. Faid premises hav 
iug been assigned to tne by deed duly exeouted. ini 
to be sold for tho benefit of the creditors of Dwyt 
aud Sbauck.
Terms of Sale—one-half in •ash anil the balsa-; 
in one year, to he soeared bv notos nod mortgage,
STATES G. WILLIAMS, 
March 26:5t$3.00 Assignee.
CARPETS! CARPETS! CARPEfS! CAN',T'"r< the cheapest iti the State, from 20 oente to dollar twenty-five per y'd, jurt received
uov29tf. ' WARNER MILLER'*.
LAWS OF OHIO.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
[No. 9 ] AN ACT
To amend section fire of an aet entitled “an act to 
provide for the semi-annual collection of taxes, 
passed April 2, 1859.
Section 1. Be it enacted bit the General As- 
terribly of the State <f Ohio, That section fivo of 
the act aforesaid be amended so as to read as fol­
lows: When one half tho taxes charged against 
any entry of real estate, shall not be paid on jr 
before the twentieth day of December in each 
year, or collected by distress or otherwise, prior to 
tho February settlement, as authorized by this 
act, a penalty of twenty percent, thereon shall bo 
added to such half of said taxes on the duplicate, 
and if said taxes and penalty including the re­
maining half of such taxes shall not be paid on or 
before the twentieth of June next thereafter, or 
collected by distress or otherwise prior to the next 
August settlement, tho same penalty shall be 
charged on sail last half of said taxes, and the 
amount of the whole together shall constitute the 
delinquent taxes on such real estate, to be collect­
ed in a manner that is or may bo prescribed by 
law. And if the amount of such delinquent 
taxes and penalty, together with one half of the 
taxos charged against such real estate for the cur­
rent year, shall not be paid on or before tho twen­
tieth day of December of the same year, the said 
delinquent taxes and penalty,and the whole of the 
taxes of the current year shall be duo and collect­
ed by the sale of such real estate in the manner 
that is or may bo authorized by law; and in case 
the first half of the taxes charged upon any real 
estate shall be paid on or before tho twentieth day 
of Deoember as provided in this act. but tho re­
maining half thereof shall not be paid on or before 
the twentieth day of June next thereafter, or bo 
oollected by distress or otherwise prior to the next 
August settlement, as provided in thisaot, then the 
same penalty shall bo added tosuoh taxes, and the 
same shall be treated as delinquent taxes, and as 
provided in this act, and with the taxes of tho cur­
rent yoar collected by the salo of such real estate 
aforesaid.
Sec. 2. That the original section five of said act 
be and the same is hereby repoaloil.
Sec. 3. This act shall take effect and be in foroo 
from and after its passage.
RICHARD C. PARSONS,
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
ROBERT C. KIRK,
President of the Senate.
Passed February 7,1861.
[No. 10.] AN ACT
To repeal all spooial acts of Incorporation which 
have not been accepted or acted upon.
Section I. Beit enacted by the General Assem­
bly of the State of Ohio, That all special acts of 
incorporatiun in force in this State which have not 
been acoepted or acted upon, be and the same is 
hereby repealed.
Sec. 2. This not shall take offoot upon its pas­
sage.
RICHARD C./ARSONS. 
Speaker of the House of/Representatives.
ROBERT C. KJRK,
President of the Senate
Passod February 7,1861.
[No. 11 ] AN ACT.
Supplementary to an act to provide for the crea­
tion and regulation of incorporated companies in 
the State of Ohio, passed May 1, 1852 
Section 1. Be st enacted by the General Assem­
bly of the State of Ohio, That whenever any num­
ber of persons, as named in the first section of the 
act to whjch this is supplementary, associate them­
selves into an agricultural, mechanical and indus­
trial association, they or a board of not less than 
three directors, elected by them, shall under their 
beads make a certificate specifying the amount of 
capital stock necessary, the amount oi each share, 
tho place whore such associations shall be located, 
the name and stjle by which such associations 
shall be known, which said certificate shall be ack­
nowledged, certified and forwarded to the recorder 
of the county in which such association is formed; 
and such certificate shall be recorded by the said 
recordor, to carry into effect the provisions of this 
act; and when so incorporated, they are hereby au­
thorized to carry out the objects named in said cer- 
tifieate of incorporation,and by the nnmeandstyle 
provided in said certificate shall be deemed 
as a body corporate with successions and 
they and their associates, successors and 
sigDs, shall have the same general co-opor- 
ate powers as are provided in tho third section of 
the act to which this is supplementary, and subject 
to all restrictions in said act not inconsistent with tho 
provisions of this act.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effeot from and after 
itj passage.
RICARD 0. PARSONS,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
ROBERT C. KIRK,
President of the Senate.
Passed Febsuary 8,1861.
[No. 12 ] AN ACT
To amend the act entitled an act to provide for 
the eleotion, qualification and removal from of­
fice of the clerks, of the courts of common picas, 
and preso.-ibe the manner of filling vacancies in 
said offi ;e,” passed January 31,1852.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General As­
sembly of the State of Ohio, That section four of 
the act entitled an act to provide for the election, 
qualification and removal from office of the clerks 
of the courts of common pleas, and to prescribe the 
manner of filling vacanies in said office,” passed 
January 31,1352, be amended so as to read as fol­
lows:
Soe. 4. That said clerks may each appoint one 
or more deputies, to b e approved in session by any 
judge thereof; and the appointment of every such 
deputy shall be evidenced by a certificate thereof, 
signed by bis principal, and entered on the journal 
of the court of common pleas, and shall continue 
during the pleasure of the principal; and every 
principal may take such bond and security from 
his deputy as he shall deem necessary to secure 
the faithful discharge of the duties of his appoint­
ment; and the principal shall, in all cases, be an- 
swerablo for tho neglect of duty or misconduct of 
bis deputy.
Sec. 2. That section four of the act to which this 
is amendatory, be and tho same is hereby repeal­
ed.
See. 3. This act shall take effect and be in force 
from and after its passage.
RICHARD C. PARSONS,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
ROBERT C. KIRK,
President of the Senate.
Pas sed February 8,1881.
[No. 13.] AN ACT
T» amend an act entitled “an act to amend an 
act entitled an act regulating appeals to the dis­
trict court, passed March 10, 1857.
Section 1. Beit enactedby the General Assem- 
b'yof the State of Ohio, That section two of an 
n -,tentitled an act, regulating appeals to the dis- 
t .-iot court,” passed Maroh 10, 1857, bo so amended 
as to read as follows: Section 2. When an order 
discharging an order of attachment is made, and 
any party affected thereby shall except thereto, 
the oourt or judge shall fix the number of days; 
i; it to exceed thirty, in which such party may filo 
his petition in error, during which time tho proper­
ty attached shall he held by the sheriff or other 
officer, during which period tho petition in error 
shall be filed and tho party filing the same shall 
give an undertaking to the adverse party, with 
surety or sureties, to bo approved by the clerk of 
the district court, in double the amount of the ap­
praised value of the property attached, conditioned 
to pay said adverse party all damages sustained 
by such party in consequence of the filing of said 
petition in error in the event that said order of at­
tachment shall be discharged by the court in which 
said petition in error shall be filed as having 
been wrongfully obtained. And when such peti­
tion in error is filed, and an undertakidg given as 
herein provided said sheriff, or other officer, shall 
continue to hold the property attached, subject to 
tho further order of thecourt.
Sec. 2. That the original section two of the act 
of which this is amendatory, be and tho same is 
hereby repealed.
See. 3. This aot shall take effect and be in foreo 
from and after its passage.
RICHARD C. PARSONS, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
ROBERT O- KIRK,
President of the Senate.
Passed February 13,1861.
[No. 14.J AN ACT
To authorize the guarantee of United States Bonds.
Whereas, by tho 13th section of an act of the 
Congress of the United States, entitled “an act to 
regulate the deposits of the public money,” approv­
ed the 23d of June, 1836, the sum of two millions 
soven thousand two hundred and sixty dollars and 
thirty-four cents, belonging to the United States, 
was deposited with this State tor safe keeping; and
Whereas, this State, by an act of the Legislature 
passed on the nineteenth day of December, one 
thousand eight hundred and thirty-six, entitled “an 
act to accept this States’ proportion of the surplus 
jevenue of the United States,” agreed to receive 
tho said money on deposit, and pledged the faith 
of the State for its safe keeping and repayment 
whenever the same should be required by the Se­
cretary of the Treasury of the United States; and
Whereas, in the present disturbed condition of 
the country it is the duty of thisSlate, by all pos­
sible efforts, to support the authority of tho Feder­
al Government and sustain its credit; an;l
Whereas, it is believed that the aforesaid deposit
of money with this state may be made instrumen­
tal in sustaining the public credit, by plediug it as 
security for the repayment of a loan by the United 
States tothe amount of such deposit; Therefore,
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assem­
bly <f the State of Onio, That upon the request of 
the Secretary of tho Treasury of the United states, 
the commissioners of the sinking fund of this 
State be and they are hc;eby authorized and re­
quired, under their hands and the great seal of 
this state, to guarantee the payment of the prin­
cipal and interest of any bonds of the United 
States, to the amount of the monoys belonging to 
the United States which were received by this 
State under the boforo mentioned act of Juno 
23d, 1836, and are now in its custody for safe 
keeping as aforesaid.
Seo. 2. This act shall take effect upon its pas­
sage.
RICHARD C. PARSONS,
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
ROBERT C. KIRK,
President of the Senate.
Passed February 14, 1861.
[No. 15.] AN ACT .
To amend the «ct entitled an act supplementary 
to an act entitled an act to provide for the crea­
tion and regulation of incorporated companies 
in the State of Ohio, passed May 1, 1852. 
Section 1. Be ii enacted by the General Assem­
bly of the Stare of Ohio, That tho first section of 
tl e above recited act shall be so amended as to 
read as follows: Section I. That any number ef 
persons, not less than three, may associate them­
selves together, as provided in the sixty third, 
sixty fourth and sixty fifth sections of the act en­
titled an act to provide for the creation and regu­
lation of incorporated companies in the State of 
Ohio, passed May 1,1852, for tho purpose of con­
structing and maintaining a canal or canals for 
hydralic purposes, with the necessary culverts, 
wasto ways, and fixtures, building ar.d repairing 
steamboats and other water craft, building and 
operating dry docks and marine Jrailways—print­
ing and publishing a newspaper or newspapers, 
or books, or other publications, quarying stone, 
marble or slate, boring or digging for oil, salt, or 
for other vegetable, medicinal, or mineral fluid, 
in the earth, and for refining or purifying the 
same, mining coal, ores and other minerals, or 
manufacturing the same in whole or in part, or 
both, and carrying on business usually connected 
with the main objects of the corporations afore­
said; and when organized shall bo a body corpor­
ate, having all the privileges immunities and pow- 
ors conferred upon manufacturing companies of 
said set, and shall be govorned in all respects by 
the provisions of said act, and tho acts supple­
mentary and amendatory thereto.
See. 2. That tho first section of the act hereby 
amended be and tho sarno is hereby repealed.
See. 3. This act to bo in forco from and after its 
passage.
FICHARD C. PARSONS,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
ROBERT C. KIRK.
President of the Senate.
Passed February 14, 1861.
[No. 16] AN ACT
Making appropriations for the payment of the 
Temporary Loan.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assem­
bly of the State of Ohio, That there be and is here­
by appropriated" from any moneys in the Trea.-ury 
belonging to the sinking fund, for the payment of 
the principal of the temporary loan maturing 
March 1, 1861, and the interest thereon, tho sum 
of throe hundred and fifty-six thousand three 
hundred dollars.
See. 2. This act shall take effect on its passage.
RICHARD C. PARSONS,
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
ROBERT C. KIRK.
President of the Senate.
[No.;17.] AN ACT
To amend aii act to “further amend the act enti­
tled an act to preserve the purity of electioas,” 
passed April 15, 1857.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assem­
bly of the State of Ohio, That section six of “an act 
to‘‘further amend the act entitled an act to pre­
serve the purity of elections,” passed April 15, 
1857, shall read as follows;
“Section 6. Nothing in this act containiod so 
far as the same relates to the length of time re­
quired of the voter to reside in the township or 
ward where he offers to vote shall bo held, taken, 
or construed, to apply to any voter who is the 
head of a family who shall bona fide remove with 
his famil^from eno ward to another within the 
corporate limits of any city within this state, or 
shall reinovefrom one township toanotner within 
tho same county, or shall remove from a ward of a 
city to a township within the same county, or 
shall remove from a township to a ward of a city 
within the same county. Provided, that a voter, 
the head of a family, removing from any township 
In this state to any ward within the corporate 
limits of a city in the same county, shall not have 
tho right to vote at a municipal election in such 
city unless ho shall have resided in such city twen­
ty days prior to such election.
Sec. 2. That section six of tho above recited act 
bo and the same is hereby repealed.
Sec. 3. This act shall take effect on its passage.
RICHARD C. PARSONS,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
ROBERT C. KIRK,
President of the Senate.
Passed February 8, 18.61.
[No. 18 ] AN ACT
To amond section seven of an act for opening and 
regulating roads and highways, passed January 
27, 1853.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assem­
bly of the State of Ohio, That section soven of the 
above recited act be amended, so as to read as fol­
lows:
That the surveyor shall survey the said road un­
der the direction of the viewers, and cause the 
same to be conspiciously marked throughout, noting 
the course and distances, and at the end of each 
mile shall cause tho number of the same, and also 
the commencement and termination of said road 
or survey, to be marked on a tree, or monument 
erected for that purpose; ho shall also make out 
and deliver to one of the viewers, without delay, 
a correct, certified return of the survey of said 
road, and a plat of the same; and tho viewers shall 
make and sign a report in writing, stating their 
opinion in favor or against the establishment or al­
teration of such road, or any part thereof, and set 
forth the reasons of the same, which report, togeth­
er with the plat and survey of said road, or altera­
tion shall be delivered to the county auditor by one 
of the viewers, on or before the first day of tho 
session of tho commissioners then next ensuing. 
And it sh ill be the duty of the commissioners, on 
receiving the rep rt of the viewers aforesaid, to 
cause the same to ho publicly read on two different 
days of the same meeting, and if no legal objection 
shall be made to them for review of said road, or 
any part thereof, or alteration, and they are satis­
fied that such road, or any part thereof, if the same 
be capable of division, will bo of public utility, 
and the report of the viewers being favorable 
thereto; and that no damages have been claimed or 
assessed, they shall on the third day of the session, 
cause said -n-irts. survey and plat, to be recorded, 
and fr >m thenceforth said road shall be considered 
a public highway, and the commissioners shall issue 
their order to the trustees of the proper township, 
or townships, directing said road to be opened; but 
if the report of the viewers be against such pro­
posed road, or alteration, or if in the opinion of 
the commissioners tho same shall be unnecessary, 
then no further proceedings shall be had thereon; 
and the obligor or obligors, in the bonds securing 
the expenses, snail be liable for the full amount of 
such costs and expenses: Provided, that in all cases 
where any oath or affirmation is required to be 
taken by any person under the provisions of this 
act., the same may be administered by the surveyor, 
or by one of tho viewers or icviewers, who have 
been previously sworn or affirmed themselves.
See. 2. That section seven be and the same is 
hereby repealed.
Sec. 3. This act shall take effect and be in foros 
from its passage.
RICHARD C. PARSONS, 
Spo&ker of the House of Representatives.
ROBERT C. KIRK, 
President of the Senate.
Passed February 12, 1861.
OFFiCE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE,) 
Columbis, Ohio, March 1, 1861. j
[certify that the foregoing acts are true copies 
from the original, rolls on file in my office. 
__________ A. P. RUSSELL, Secretary of State
Warrants.
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by 
sending them to the undersigned, can have them 
loaned to pre-emptoFg of the public lands, at two 
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year, se­
cured by the land entered with the warrant. ’ 
This is an excellent chance for investment, the
lender being rendered doubly safe, by having the 
benefit of the settlers improvements and seleetion o 
the finest lands in the West.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
.Tone 30. Omaha City, Neb. Tor.
JUST RECEIVED
FROM the manufacturers, a Spring supply of Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Shades, and Curtain Fixtures, at
©LDROYD’S BOOK «fc JEWELRY STORE. 
Mare h 73t*
Justice a jJ.auKs ier sale at the Buuuerauflive. ;
W r. VERNON BUSINESS.
BOOT AND SHOE
MANUFACTORY!
fin fYUlE subscriber respectfully in- 
uj I forms the citizens of Mt. Vernon
W-*** ttI>d *bo public generally, that be 
ITwfeu. contln i • i« occupy his old stand, 
west of the Market House tvr doors South of Ir­
vine’s Grocory Store, where he is prepared to man­
ufacture Boots and Shoes of every description, to 
order, upon the shortest notice and in tho very best
style.
He keeps nono but the most experienced work­
men and will warrant his work to be equal, for du­
rability and neatness, to any manufactured in this 
oity or elsowbere.
He keeps none but the best material,and has con­
stantly on hand the best quality of French calfskin, 
kipskin, and coarse leather boots, monroe’s, lace 
boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies' wear of every 
description.
Persons wishing to test his work will please call 
and leavo their measures, as the best evidence will 
then be given of the truth of his assertion.
August 21, 1860-6mo._________  C. WEBER.
MOUNT VERNON
WOuLEN FACTORY!
THE SUBSCRIBER would call the attention of the public to the fact, that the Old Lucerne Fac­tory is removed to Mt. Vernon, nt
NORTON'S OLD FACTORY,
And is being fitted up with good Machinery for do­
ing a Custom business, and that I am now reaoy to 
receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimero, 
Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on Shares or by the 
Yard.
Also, Carding and Spinning; Carding Rolls and
Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work 
warranted done in the best manner and as cheap as 
the cheapest.
Wool will be received at the Old Factory at Lu- 
oerne and work returned. II. E. WILKINSON. 
Junel 9.
J. B. MILLER,
Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
No. 1 09 «in St., up Stairs,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Gilded side and top lights, windowCurtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac. Land Scape Painting done to order. Pictures 
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable 
terms. Stencoling in paper or metal neatly ex­
ecuted.
P. S. Block letters cut to order.
May 22. 1860.
THE CATARACT
WASHING MACHINE!
To the People of Knox County and espe­
cially the Ladies.
I HAVE been for sovoral years on the look out for a good Washing Machine. I have had several tried in my family and found some that did pretty 
well as long as they kept in order. But they all 
soon failed in this respect and some shook them­
selves to pieoos.
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine ope­
rated by Mr. Eiswald the inventor, and was struck 
with its simplicity; and especially with the fact that 
there was no shaking motion to it. It had no more 
tendency to rattle to pieces than n grindstone, or a 
spinning wheel. I induoed Mr. Eiswald to bring his 
machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough 
trial in my family, and also in some others; and be­
came so well satisfied with its merits that I purchas­
ed the patent right for several counties.
These machines arc now maeufactnred at the Ko- 
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and I 
can confidently recommend tnem as the best ma­
chine for washing that I ever saw. They will wash 
any amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half a 
dozen shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They 
are not liable to get out of order and will last a 
lifetime.
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en­
tire sa’isfaction. If not,the machine may be returned 
in good order, within twenty days and the money 
will be banded back uifthout asking any questions.
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
Mt. Vernon , .Tune 12, 1860.
SASH, DOOR AND BLIND 
FACTORY!
THE SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM THEIR friends and the public generally, that thoy havo removed their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, 
West of High Street, where, in connection with S. 
DavL, they keep on hand and manufacture to ordor, 
on shot t notice,
Doors, Sasli, Blinds and Mouldings
Of all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular 
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order. 
We would ask for the new firm a continuance of the 
patronage to liberally bestowed on the old one.
BYERS A PATTERSON. 
Mt. Vernon, O., June 12, 1860.
A CARD.
THE undersigned wishes to say that he is still at tho old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R. Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now 
in full operation, lie is ready to greet all his old 
riends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm 
shake of the hand, social chat and theo furnish them 
with any thing in the line of business they arc to 
be supplied with at this place. The same business 
is continued hero as you will sco by advertisement.
Come on Farmers and all others and support .home 
industry. M. C. FURLONG.
FURLONG~FOUNDRY.
S. DAVIS & CO.,
MANUFACTUBEHS OP
MOWERS AND REAPERS
CALLED THE
Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
THE most simple in construction and perfect in its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lia­ble to get out of ordor of any in use. Now if far­
mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME, 
Come and try
FURLONG FOUNDRY,
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and theabove 
representations will be roalizod or no sale. Also,
Sugar Mills xvitli B. D. Evans’
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
Patented March 20th, 1860. These mills are heavy 
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unex­
celled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora­
tor, it is the best adapted to the business,of any 
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that the 
furnaee part serves for a stove, fora kitchenorcook- 
ing vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over 
others for convenience, has to be seen and used to 
be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur­
chase will be but wise to examine this before buy­
ing elsewhere.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va­
rious stylos and descriptions made andrepaired that 
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow 
Shares, Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow, 
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Riser right and 
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon 
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination 
Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, 
Ac., Ac. Also Scrapers with cast points, an excel­
lent article. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ac.to order.
S. DAVIS A CO.
Apr24. M. C. Furlong. Gen. Ag’t.
JAMES B. M’FARLAND. WILLIAM WELLS
McFARLAXD & WELLS
HAVE JUST OPENED
I N Il’AV
.Furniture Rooms,Sh
On Main Street, oner Hank’s Saddle and Harness 
Shop, Second Floor, Opposite Bussell,
Sturges tk Go's Bank, a
VYT’HERE may be found a good assortment of
1Y Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of 
their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times. 
All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning 
done on short notice and in good style. Country 
Cabinet Makers will do v,ell to give us a call.— 
Wagon Hubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, 
and, in short, anything in woed can be turned at 
our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce, and Cash taken 
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at- 
tendud to. A share of Publio Patronage solicited. 
Fob. 12, ’61:y. McFARLAND A WELLS.
[MEW FURNITURE.
NOW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big Chair, over Sperry A Co.’s Store, the largest and host stock of Furniture ever offered for sale in 
this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tcte-a-Tetes 
Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables^ 
Stands, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs Bed^ 
steads,and in fact almost everything in Cabinetline 
the market requires. I also keep on hand and mako^ 
to order Curled Hsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrasses * 
Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur^ 
tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choice 
Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent
Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
The public are invited to call and examine my 
stock and prices. [apr26] W. C. WILLIS
OB PRINTING of all kinds neatly at.d che 
executed at this office.
RAILROADS.
THE PENNSYLVANIA 
Central ZFLetilroa-cX.
I860 MBt__________ 1860
Capacity of this lload is now equal to any 
in the Country.
THROUGHFASSBSGEH TBAIHS, 
Between Pittsburgh and Philadelphia I
CONNECTING direct in the Union Depot, at Pittsburgh, with Through Trains from all Wes­tern Cities for Philadelphia, New York, Boston, 
Baltimore and Washington City: thus furnishing fa­
cilities for the transportation of Passengers unsur­
passed, for speed and comfort, by nhy other route.
Express and Fast Lines run through to Philadel­
phia without change of Cars or Conductors.
Smoking Cars are attnehed to each train; Wood­
ruff’s Sleeping Cnrs to Express and Fast Trains — 
The Express runs Daily, Mail and Fast Line Sun­
days oxeepted. Three Daily Trains connect direct 
for New York. Express and Fast Lino connect for 
Baltimore and Washington.
Six Daily Train, between Philadelphia and New 
iork; Two Daily.Truins between New York and Bos- 
‘(Ln‘, Through Tickets (all Rail) are good on either 
of the above Trains.
Boat Tickets to Boston are good via Norwich, Fall 
River or Stonington Lines.
Tickets Eastward may be obtained at any of the 
important Rail Road Offices in the West; also, on 
Board any of the regular Line of Steamers on the 
Mississippi or Ohio Rivers; and Tickets Westward 
at the Offices of the Cempany in Boston, New York 
Baltimore, or Philadelphia.
Fare always as low and time as quick sa 
by any other route.
Ask for tickets by Pittsburgh.
The completion of the Western connections of the 
Pennsylvania Rail Road to Chicago, makes this the 
Direct L\ne Between the East and the Great
North West.
The connecting of tracks by the Rail Road Bridge 
at Pittsburgh, avoiding all drayago or ferriage of 
Freight, together with the savingof time, are advan­
tages readily appreciated by Shippers of Freight, 
and the Travelling Public.
For Freight Contracts or Shipping Directions,ap- 
ply to or address either of the following Agents of 
the Company:
D. A. Stewart’, Pittsburgh; II. S. Pieree A Co. 
Zanesville, 0,; J. J. Johnston, Ripley, O.; R. McNe­
ely, Maysville, Ify.; Ormsby & Cropper, Portsmouth,
O.; Paddock A Co.,Jeffersonville, Ind.; H. W. Brown 
A Co., Cincinnati, 0.; Athern A Hibbert, Cincinnati, 
0.; R. C Meldrum, Madisen, Ind.; Jos. E. Moore, 
Louisville, Ky.: P. G. O’Riley A Co., Evansville, 
Ind.; N. W. Graham A Co., Cairo, Ill.; R. F. Sass, 
St. Louis, Mo.; John H. Harris, Nashville, Tenn.; 
Harris A Hunt, Memphis. Tonn.; Clarke A Co., 
Chicago, Ill.; W. II. II. Koontz, Alton, Ill.; or to 
Freight Agents of Rail Roads at different points in 
the West.
Fiie Greatest Facilities offered for the Protection 
and peedy Transportation of Live Stock, 
And Good Accommodations with usual privileges for 
persons travelling in charge thereof.
FK EIGHTS.
By this Route Freights of all descriptions ean be 
forwarded to and from Philadelphia, New York, 
Boston, or Baltimore, to and from any point on tho 
Rail Roads of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, 
Wisconsin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Rail Rond direct.
The Pennsylvania IlailRond also connects at Pitts 
burgh with Steamers, by which Goods can be forwar­
ded to any port on tho Ohio, Muskingum, Kentucky 
Tennessee, Cumberland, Illinois, Mississippi, Wis­
consin, Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas,andRod Rivers; 
and it Cleveland,Sandusky and Chicago with Steam­
ers to all Ports on the North-Western Lakes.
Merchants and Shippers entrusting the transpor­
tation of their Freight to this Company, can rely 
with confidence on its speedy transit.
The Rates of Freight to any point in the West by 
the Pennsylvania Rail Road are at all times ns fa­
vorable as are charged by other R. R. Companies. 
Be particular to mark paeknges“vinPenna. R. R.’
E. J. SNEEDER, Philadelphia.
MAGRAW A KOONS,80 North Street. Baltimore
LEECH A CO., No. 2 Astor Hoase, or No. IS. Wm. 
St. N. Y.
LEECH A CO., No. 54 KHby Street, Boston.
H. H. HOUSTON, Gen’l Freight Ag’t Phil.
L. L. IIOUPT, Gen’l Ticket Ag’t Pbiladelpbia.7
HOS. A. SCOTT, Gen’l. Sup’t., Altoona,Pa. jan 1
Sandusky, ftlangficid and Newark
RAILROAD.
CHANGE OF TIME.
To lake effect Monday Nov. 14,1859. 
GOING SOUTH.
Leave. Mail. Ac. No. 1.
Sandusky,,,,,.,.,. ..... 8.00 am- 9,00 a. m
Monroeville,..........  8,45 10,05
Havana...........................  9,07 10,41
Centerville..................... 9,20 11,00
Plymouth,......................  9,42 11,30
Shelby June...................10,10 12,05
Mansfield “ ................ 10,45 1,10
Lexington,..................... 11,10 1,45
Belleville,..................... -11.25 2,00
Independ’ce,.................. 11,42 2,82
Frederick.,..................... 12,11 3,15
Mt. Vernon,.................. 12,30 3,55
Utica,............................. 1,04 4,45
Rcaoh Newark.. 1,45 p M 6,46
Leave.
Newark,........
Utica,............
Mt. Vernon,..
GOING NORTH.
Mail. jAc. No. 1.
.........  2,30 p Ml 7,00 a. m
Ac. No. 2.
5.15 p. m
6.15
6.45 
7,05 
7,33 
8,92
8.45
Ac. No. 2.
3,12 
.......... 3,45
8,03 
8,54 
9,25 
10,10 
10,86 
11,10 
12,06 
1,00 
1,33 
2,05 
2,22 
2,36
4,00 p. m,
Frederick,..................... 4,04
Independence............. 4,34
Belleville,.....................  4,50
Lexington,.................... 5,06
Mansfield Junction,... 5,32
Shelby Junction,......... 6,20
Plymouth...................  5,43
Centerville................... 7,05
Havana,........................ 7,15
Monroeville,................. 7,37
Reach Sandusky,....... 8,20
9,25 a. m 
10,10 
10,36 
10,00 
11,14 
11,40
__________ ______ 12,30
RAILROAD CONNECTIONS.
GOING SOUTH.
Mail Train—Loaving Sandusky at 8:00 A. M., 
eonnetsat Shelby with Cleveland, Columbus A Cin­
cinnati R. R., for Columbus and Cincinnati, arriving 
at Columbus at 1:10 P. M., at Cincinnati at 6:40 P.
M.; connects at Newark for Steubenville, Zanesville 
Baltimore, and Washington.
Mansfield Accomodatton Train,—Leaving Sandus­
ky at 6:15 P. M., connects at Monroeville with Cleve­
land A Toledo R. R., enst and west, arriving at 
Cleveland, Columbus <£- Cincinnati R. R., arriving at 
Columbus at 1:10 A. M., at Cincinnati at 6:30 A. M. 
—reaches Mansfield at 8:55 P. M.
GOING NORTH.
Mail Train—Leaving Newark at 2:30 P. M., con­
nects at Shelby with Cleveland, Columbus A Cincin­
nati R. R. for Cleveland and the east, arriving at 
Cleveland at 8:45 P. at new York at 10:00 P. M.; 
connects at Monroeville with Cleveland Toledo 
R. R., for Toledo, Detroit and jhioago, arriving at 
Chicago at 11:00 A. M., reaching Sandusky at 8:20
P. M., in time to connect with Train on SaDdusky, 
Dayton A Cincinnati R. R., for Tiffin, Oarey, Find­
lay, As.
tfansjield Accommodation Train—Leaving Mans­
field at 8:45 A. M., arrives at Sandusky at 12:30 P. 
M. March 13.
HOWARD ASSOCIATION.
PHILADELPHIA.
A Benevolent Institution established by special En­
dowment for the Relief of the Sick and Distressed, 
afflicted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, and 
especially for the Guae of Diseases of the Sexual 
Organs.
MEDICAL ADVICE given gratis, by tho Acting Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a description of their condition, (age, occupation, 
habits of life/Ac.,) and in oase of extreme poverty, 
Medicines furnished froe of charge.
VALUABLE REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and 
other diseases of the Sexual Organs, and on the 
NEW REMEDIES employed in the Dispensary, sent 
to the afflicted in sealed letter ovelopes, free of charge. 
Two or three Stamps for postago will be acceptable.
Address, DR. J. SKILLIN HOUGHTON, Acting 
Surgeon, Howard Association, No. 2 South Ninth 
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
By order of the Directors.
EZRA D. HEARTWELL,President.
Geo. Fairchild, Secretary.
Philadelphia, Dec. ll:y.
MT. VERNON_ NURSERY!____
OUR STOCK OF TREES, WHICH WE OFFER for Salo this Spring, is muoh larger and better than ever before, including all the large and small 
fruits usually wanted, besides
Evergreens, Shrubs. &c.
We will, generally, sell trees cheaper and in BET­
TER ORDER, than such as are sold by professed 
Tree Agents. Delaware and other choice varieties 
of Grapes, always on hand. Also Wilson’s Albany 
Strawberry, and other now and desirable varieties. 
Catalogues sent on application._______ feb. 5:10w.
HATS and CAPS, the best and cheapest in town at WARNER MILLER’S.
nov2fltf.
DRUGS AND MEDICINES.
PURIFY THE BLOOD.
HR. WE A VER's
CANKER & SALT RHEUM
SYRUP.
For the cure of Cauker, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas 
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruptions, Soro 
Eyes, and every kind of Disease arising 
from an impure state of the Blood.
The most iffectivc Blood Purifier of the 19tA Century
IT is the Prescription of an Educated Physician, and all who are afflicted with any of the above named diseases, should use it without delay. It will 
drive the disease from the system, and when once 
out on the Skin, a few applications of Dr. WeaVbb'S
CERATE, OR OINTMCKT,
and you have a permanent cure.
THE CERATE has proved itself to bo the best
Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it has 
never been known to fail of effecting a permanent 
cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, Ncald 
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch, 
Chopped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pim­
ples on the face. And for Sore Niples and Sore Eyes. 
the Cerate is the only thing required to cure. It 
should be kept in the house of every family.
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cents per bottle.
Directions accompany each Buttle. Sold by most 
Medicine Dealers.
3. N. HARRIS a Co., Proprietors,
For the Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, O.
To whom orders for the above Medines may be 
addressed.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt.
Vernon; James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, 
Gambier; N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A 
Hosec, Fredericktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. 
W. Sapp, Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus, 
| JNov6-ly.
PERRY DAVIS’
TEOETABLK
PAIN KILLER,
THE GREAT
FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE
WE ask the attention of the trade and she pub- lie to this long and unrivalledFAMILY MEDICINE,
For the cure of Colds, Coughs, Weak Stomach and 
General Debility, Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in 
Stomaoh, Bowel Complaint,Cholic,Diarrhoea, Cbola- 
ra, &c., Ac.
And for Fever nnd Agne,
There is nothing better. It has been favorably known 
for more than twenty years, to be the
ONLY SURE SPECIFIC 
For the many diseases incident to the human family.
Internally and Externally 
It works equally sure. What stronger proof of these 
facts can be produced than the following letter re­
ceived unsolicited from Rev. A. W. Curtis:
Romeo, Jfacomb Co. Mich. July 9, 1860. 
Messrs. J. N. Harris dk Co.: Gentlemen—The con­
fidence I have in Perry Davis’ Pain Killer as a rem­
edy for Colds, Coughs, Burns, Sprains and Rheuma­
tism, for the cure of which I have successfully used 
it, induces mo to cheerfully recommend its virtues 
to others.
A few months ago I had recourse to it to destroy a 
felon ; although I never heard of its being used for 
that purpose, but having suffered intensely from a 
former one, and having no other remedy at hand, I 
applied the Pain Killer freely for about fifteen min­
utes at evening, and repeated the application very 
briefly the next morning, which entirely destroyed 
the felon, and increased tho confidence in the utility 
of the remedy. Yours truly,
A. W. CURTIS,
Minister of the Weylean Methodist Church.
The Pain KUier
Has been tested in every variety of climate, nnd by 
almost every nation known to Americans. It is the 
almost constant companion nnd inestimable friend 
of tbe missionary and the traveler, on sea and land, 
and no one should travel on our lakes or rivers with­
out it.
Be sureyou call for and get the genuine Pnin Kil­
ler, as many worthless nostrums aro attempted to be 
sold on the great reputation of this valuable medi­
cine.
Directions aocompany each bot’le.
Sold by dealers every where.
Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1, per bottle.
J. N. HARRIS A Co.,
Proprietors for the Western and Southern States, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard, 
S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier;
N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Uosac, Fred­
ericktown ; W. T. MoMuhon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp, 
Danville. nov 6
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S.
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
The Celebrated New England Remedy
FOR
HABITUAL CONSTIPATION, 
Janndice, Fever nnd Ariic. Genernl Debility 
mill nil Diirnaca nriniiig from n Disorder­
ed Atonmeh, l.iver, or Bowrlii,
THEY are used and reoommended by leading Physicians of the country, and all who try them pronounce them invaluable.
Dr. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre,
Stark Co., Ohio, “the Bitters are highly praised by 
those suffering from indigestion, < yspepsia and liver 
complaint.”
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio, 
says, “they give great satisfaction. I use them my­
self, having taken cold, become prostrate and lost my 
appetite. It relieved me, and I can recommend it 
with great assurance of its merits.”
Dr. WM. M. KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes 
us that they are the most valuablo medicine offered. 
Ho bus recommended them with great success, and 
with them made several cures of palpitation of tbe 
heart and general debility.
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq., Blountsville, Henry 
Co., Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May 
3, 1860. He was much reduced, having been afflict­
ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal­
pitation of the heart of the moat severe and pros­
trating character, “after using a few bottles I was 
completely restored, and am now in robust health.”
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted 
with rhumatism for twenty years, in all its various 
forms, and at the date of bis letter he had been two 
years well; the Bitters effecting tbe cure, when 
several physicians could do him no good. He says, 
“for rhumatism, dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney 
affection, or dropsy, it is a specific certuin remedy."
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., O., 
(a section where Fever and Ague prevails,) that he 
most cheerfully recommends them of deeided merit 
in all cases of FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA, 
AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
D. K. GALLEHERS, M. D., writes from Van 
Wert, Ohio, “I most respectfully recommend tbe 
Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per­
sons, and to all who require a stimulating medicine. 
Such Newt we are receiving Daily.
Full Particulars Accompany Each Bottle.
They are sold by Medicine Dealers generally.;
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. H \KRIS rf- CO. 
Cincinnati, Ooio, Proprietors for the Southern and 
Western States, to whom address all orders.
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, O ; James 
Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; N. 
Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Hosac, Frede­
ricktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood: S. W. Sapp, 
Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus. [nov6-ly.
Ouff & McCoy’s
COA1MRCIAEL COLLEGE,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
THE thorough mnneer in which Students of this Institution are drilled in all the routine of bu­siness, has gained for it the proud distinction of
The Business Man's College!
Tho course of Study is full and thoroughly prac­
tical. All the late forms and improvements aro in­
troduced, and tho Faculty will guarantee any one 
after he has completed the course, to be fully quali­
fied to keep tbe books of any business house,
Daily Loctures delivered on Book-keeping, Pen­
manship, Commercial Calculations, Commercial Law 
Political Economy, Elocution, Ao.
Terms:
For full and unlimited Course, $40.
Students can enter at any time and review at plea­
sure.
The usual time to complete the couse is from 8 to 
10 weeks.
Good boarding ean be 1$2,50 per week.
Cost of Books, Diploma <f c., five dollars.
For full particulars, address
nov 6 ________ McCOY A Co., Columbus, O.
Bonn & Tetley,
No. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
JMPORTERS and dealers in double and siagle bar­rel shotguns, sporting apparatus, gun makers ma­terials, has justreceived, by Express, direct from the 
manufacturers,a splendid assortment of Celt’s Repeat­
ing Pistols, four,five and six inch barrels, all of which 
we will sell for cash at as low prices as they caabe 
bought in the city of New York. Persons going to 
Australiaand California will find thatthey can do bet­
tor by purchasing their equipage at home,than they 
can among strangers—as we give persons a chance to 
try any of the above pistols before leaving the city, 
nd in case of a failure we refund the money.
Sept. U:tf.___________ BOWN A TETLEY.
BLANKS of all kinds for salo at this Office.
Scrofula, or King’s Evil,
is a constitutional dist'iiav, a corruption of the blood, 
by which this fluid becOSies Vitiated, Weak, and 
poor. Being in the circulation, it pervades the 
whole l)ody, and may burst out in disease on any 
part ot it. No organ is tree from its attacks, hot 
is there one which it may not dcstrov, 'The scrofu­
lous taint is variously caused bv mercurial disease, ■ 
low living, disordered or Unhealthy food, impure 
air, filth and filthy habits, the depressing vices, 
and, above all, by the venereal infection. What­
ever be its origin, it is hereditary in the constitu­
tion, descending •• from pnrents to"children unto the 
third and fourth generation indeed, it seems to 
be the rod of Him who says, “ I will visit the 
iniquities of the fathers upon their children.”
Its effects conimenco by deposition from the 
blood of corrupt or ulcerous matter, which, in the 
lungs, liver, and internal organs, is termed tuber­
cles ; in the glands, swellings; slid Ott the surface, 
eruptions or sores. This foul corruption, which 
genders in the blood, depresses the energies Of life, 
so that scrofulous constitutions not only suffer from 
scrofulous complaints, but they Lave far less power 
to withstand the attacks of other diseases | con­
sequently, vast numbers perish b/ disorders which, 
although not scrofulous in their nature, arc still ren­
dered fatal by this taint in the system. Most of 
the consumption which decimates the human family 
has its origin directly in this scrofulous contamina­
tion ; and many destructive diseases of the liver, 
kidneys, brain, and, indeed, of all the organs, arise 
from or are aggravated by the same cause.
One quarter of all our people are scrofulous; 
their persons are invaded by this lurking infection, 
and their health is undermined by it. To cleanse 
it from the system we must renovate the‘blood 
by an alterative medicine, and invigorate it by 
healthy food and exercise, Sueh a medicine we 
supply i»
AYER’S
Compound Extract of Sarsaparilla,
the most effectual remedy which the medical skill 
of our times can devise for this every where pre­
vailing and fatal malady. It is combined from the 
most active remediats that have been discovered for 
the expurgation of this foul disorder from the blood, 
and the rescue of the system from its destructive 
consequences. Hence it should be employed for 
the cure of not only scrofula, but also those other 
affections which arise from it, such as Ekuftive 
and Skis Diseases, St. A^TrioXt'a Fire, Rose, 
or Erysipelas, Pimpi.ks, Pustules, Blotches, 
Plains and Boils, Tumors, Tetter and Salt 
Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Rheumatism, 
Syphilitic and Mehcvsial Diseases, Dropsy, 
Dyspepsia, Debility, and, indeed, all Complaints 
ARISINO FROM VlTIATED OR IMPURE Bl.OOH, The 
popular belief in “ impurity of the blood " is founded 
in truth, for scrofula is a degeneration of the blood. 
The particular purpose and virtue of this Sarsapa­
rilla is to purify and regenerate this vital fluid, 
without which sound health is impossible in con­
taminated constitutions.
AYER’S
Ague Cure,
FOR THE SPEEDY CURE OF 
Intermittent Fever, or Fever mid Apne,
Fi ver, Chill Fever, Dumb Ague, 
Periodleal tle:.«la< Tie, or Bilioua Headache, 
and Diliotes S’evers, Indeed for the whole 
(Iasi of diseases originating its biliary lic- 
rnnaemeat, canned by the Malaria of Iillns- 
mutic Countries.
"We are enabled Kerr to offer the coTRnmnity a rem­
edy which, while it cures the above e®*nplaii.t» with 
certainty, is still perfectly harmless in any quantity. 
Such a remedy is invaluable in di.tr cts where these 
afflicting disorders prevail. This “Ci'Ke ” etpdv the 
minsmati? poison of Fever AND Ague from the sys­
tem, and prevents the development of the disease, if 
taken on the first approach of its premonitory symp­
toms. It is not only the best r< we«y ever yet discov­
ered for this dars oi complaints, but also ihe cheap­
est. The large quvntity we supply for a dollar brin'gs 
it within the reach uf every bedy; and in bilious dis­
tricts, where Fever and Ague prevails, every body 
should have it and R5e if freely 1 oth for cure and pro­
tection. A great supTiiuiry of this remedy over any 
other ever discovered for the speedy and certain cure 
of Intermittent* is that it contains no Quinine ®r nu»- 
erai, consequently it produce* no quinism or other 
injurious effects whatever upon the constitution. Those 
cured bv it are left as healthy as if they had never had 
the disease.
Fever and Ague is not alone the eonseqrence of thrr 
miasmatic poison. A en at v . • :eiv of disorders arise 
from its irritation, among which m. Neuralgia, Rheu­
matism, Gout, Headache, Blindnrt*. Toothache, Far-
which, when originating in this cause, put on the 
inferm/ffeMf type, or become periodical. This “ Cure ” 
expels the poison from the blood, and consequently 
cures them all alike. It is an invaluable protection to 
immigrants and persons travelling or temporarily re­
siding in the malarious districts. If taken occasionally 
or daily while exposed to the infection, that will be 
excreted from the system, and cannot accumulate in 
sufficient quantity to ripen into disease. Hence it is 
even more valuable for protection than cure, and few 
will ever suffer from Intermittents if they avail them­
selves of the protection this remedy affords.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. AYER &. CO., Lowell, Mass.
J- Blanchard, S. W. Lippitt, W. B. Russo 
and by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
Oct30-ly.
READ! HEAD!! READ!!!
Cairo, Illinois. July 29ih, 1S60.
Messrs. John Wilcox <t Co.:
Your “Impectine,” “Persian Fever Charm,”
has done wonders. I was wholly despondent and 
wretched when I applied it, and in fivo hours tho 
chills were removed and no fever has ensued. It is 
the simplest cure imaginable, and a wonder of nature 
or art. I wou’d not be without this “Impeetine” 
a single hour. By constantly wearing it I seem to 
be “ague proof.” Yours Very Truly,
E. M. STOUT.
Mobile, Alabama, July ZZd, 1869.
Gentlemen:—I have been snatched from the 
grave by the application of your wonderful “Impec­
tine,” or “Persian Fever Charm.” For sevoral years 
I havo suffered every season from fever and ague.— 
Last Spring my life was threatened, but your reme­
dy has destroyed the disease,and lam rapidly gain­
ing an appetite and strength.
Respectfully, Yours,
D. N. BARRON.
This truly wonderful preventive and cure for Fever 
and Ague and Billioifs Fevers will be sent by mail, 
post paid, on receipt of one dollar. Also for sale at 
all respectable Druggists and Country Stores
Piiucipal Depot and Manufactory, 188 Main St., 
Richmond, Va. Branch Cffice, Bank of Commerce 
Building, New, York. Address
Septi I.___________ JOHN WILCOX A CO.
MANUFACTURERS
Dealers
OSO s®
No. 5 WATER STREET,
(franklin buildings)
OSOBOB A. DAVIS, i 
b. r. rsixorro. ; CLKYELAKD, 0.
MARRIAGE guide.
lEING a privaiie instructor for mar- 
y ried persons, or those about to he
___ _ married, both male and female, in every­
thing concerning the physiology and relations of 
our soxnal system, and the prodnetion or preventa- 
tion of offspring including all the new discoveries 
nerer before given in the English language, by WM. 
YOUNG, M. D. This is really a valuable and inte­
resting work. It is written in plain language for 
the general reader, and is illustrated with numerous 
Engravings. All young married people, or those 
contemplating marriage, and having the.least impe­
diment to married life, should read this book.. It 
discloses secrets that every one should be acquaint­
ed with ; still it is a book that must bo locked up, 
and not lie about the house. It will he sent to any 
one on the receipt of twenty-five cents, ia specie or 
postage-stamps. Address DR. WM. YOUNG, No. 
416 SPRUCE St. above 4th, Philadelphia, Pa.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE—Na 
matter what may be yo-wr disease, before yew place 
yourself under the care of any of the notorious 
Quacks—native or foreign—who advertise in this 
or any other paper, get a copy of either of Dr. 
Youn s Books, and read it carefully. It will he 
the means of saving you many a dollar, your health 
and possibly your life.
DR. YOUNG can be consulted on any of the dis­
eases described in his publications, at his Office, No. 
146 Spruce Street, above Fourth.______ [April 24.
SuDerior Deeds and Mortgages at this Office.
NervousHeadache
I |By the use of these Pills the periodic attacks &t 
Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and 
if taken at the eommehcelfteftt of an attack imitte-> 
dfiite relief from pain and sickness will be ob­
tained.
They seldom fail In removing the Nausea and! 
Headache to which females are eo subject.
They act gently Upon the bowels, removing Cos-' 
tlVeness.
For Literary Meh, Students, Delicate females, 
and all persons of sedentary habits,- they are valu-' 
able as a laxative, improving the Appetite, giving 
tonn and vigor to the digestive organs, and restor­
ing the natural elasticity and strength of the whole 
system.
The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result ef leaf 
investigation and carefully conducted experiments/ 
having been in use many years, during which time 
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of 
pain and suffering from Headache, whether origi­
nating in the nervous system or from a deranged 
state of the stomach.
They are entirely vegetable in theireomposition, 
and maybe taken at all times with perfect safety 
without making any change of diet, and the ab­
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to 
administer them to children.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
The genuine have five signatures of Henry C- 
Spalding on each Box.
Sold by Drufigistsand all other Dealers in Med­
icines.
A Box Will be sent by mail,prepaid, on^reoeipt 
of tho
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
All orders should be addressed to
HENRY C. SPALDING,
48 Cedar Street, New York.
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF
SPALDING’S
CEPHALIC PILLS,
WILL CONVINCK ALL WHO SUFFKR FROM '
HEADACHE,
That a speedy and sore cure is within 'heir reach. 
As these testinromials ifere unsolicited by Mr. Spalding, 
they afford unquestionale proof of the efficacy 
of this truly scientific discovery,
Masonvillr, Conn.,Feb.5, 186J.
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I tried your Cephalic Pills, 
and I tike them so well that I want you to send mw 
two dollars worth more.
Part of these are for the neighbors, to whom I 
gave a few out of the first box I got from you.
Send the Pills by mail, and oblige
Your oh’t Servant.
JAMES KENNEDY. 
Haverford, Pa., Feb. 6,1S61.
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I wish you to send me on« 
more box of your Cephalic Pill, I have received a 
great deal of benefit from them.
Yours respectfully,
MARY ANN STOIKHOUSE.
Spruce Creek, Huntington Co , Pa ,1 
January 18,1861. )
H. C. Spalding—Sir: You will please send mo 
two boxes of yur Cephalic Pill*. Send, them im­
mediately.
Respectfully yours,
JNO. B. SIMONS.
P. S. I haTe used one box of your Pills, and 
find them excelfent-
Belle Vernon, Ohio, Jan. J5,18Ci,
Henry C. Spalding, Esq.',—Sir: Please find inclos­
ed twenty-five cents, for which send ms another bo 
of*yof?r Cephalic Pills. Thej are truly the best 
Pills I havo ever tried. A. STOVE FT, F. M.
Belle Vernon, Wyandot Co., O. 
Beverly, Mass., Dec. 11,1861.
H.C. ffpadding, Esq.,— I wrsh for some circnlaro 
or large show bills, to bring your Cephalic Pi!le 
more particularly before my customers. If you 
have anything of Ihe kind, please send to me.
One of mjr customers, who is subject to severe 
Sick Headache, (usnally lasting two days,) was 
cured of an attack in one hour by your Pills, which 
I sent her. At eepectfully yonrs,
W. B. WILKES.
Reynoldsburg, Franklin Co».r Ohio.A 
January 9, J161.
Henry C Spalding—No. 48 Cedar st., N. Y. 
Dear Sir: Inclosed find twenty five cent*,
(25,) for which send box of “Cephalic Pills."— 
Send to address of Rev. Win. C. Filler, Reynolds­
burg, Franklin Co., Ohio.
Your Fills work like a charm—cure Headacha 
almost instanter. Truly yours,
WM. C. FILLER. 
Ypsilanti, Mich., Jan. 14, 1861.
Mr. Spalding, Sir:—Not long since I sent to 
you for a box of Cephalic Pills for theenre of the 
Nervous Headache and Costiveness, and received 
the same, and they had so good an effect that I was 
induced to send for more.
Please send by return mail. Direct to
A. R. WHEELER, Ypsilanti, Mich-
. From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which 
they were made, vis: Cure of Headaahe in all 
forms.
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
They have been tested in more than a thousand 
cases, with entire success.
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
If yon are, or have been troubled with the head 
ache, send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that yon 
may have them in case oi an attack.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably 
effective remedy for the headache, and owe of tho 
very best for that very frequent complaint which 
has ever been discovered
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, Ill.
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his unri­
valled Cephalic Pills.
From the Kanawha Valley Star. Kanawha, Va.
We are suie that persons suffering with tho 
headache, who try them, wiHstrck to them.
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La.
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we are 
sure that your testimony can be added to the al 
ready numeious list that has received benefits that 
no other medicine can produce.
From the St. Louis Democrat.
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic 
Pills) is rapidly increasing.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa,
Mr. Spalding would cot connect his nami with 
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the 
most respectable quarters.
ICT'A single bottlerof SPALDINGS PREPARED 
GLUE will 6ave ten times its cost annually,
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE ’
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SAVE THE PRICES f
ECONOMY f DISPATCH S
EZ “A Stitch in Timk Saves Nine,”
As accidents will happen, even in well regula­
ted families, it is very desirable to have seme cheap 
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toysr 
Crockery, &c.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 
meets all such emergencies, and no household eaa 
afford to he without it. It is always ready, aad 
up to the sticking point.
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Prlw
25 cents. Address,
« RY C’ BALDING,
No. 48 Cedar Street, New York.
CAUTION.
As certain unprincipled persons are attemntinr 
^h«un8?'pecV?,8 public,imitation, 
of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons 
nameamine bef°re Pnrcha>ing> and see that the full
ICTSPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE, rr"
